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101 PINK SHEETS
Pink sheets are the core of thought leadership, but when you’re 

new to the concept it can be hard to know where to start.

This document is a compilation of numerous thought leaders’ 

pink sheets, showcasing a broad range of first-class thinking. 

They represent some of our most prolific thought leaders‘ IP, and 

demonstrate how the structure of the pink sheet can be adapted 

to suit your ideation. 

If you’re seeking pink sheet inspiration, this is a great place to start!



Lynne Cazaly
Here's a great pink sheet from Lynne Cazaly's facilitation IP, 

and it's elegantly complete;

•  It has a nicely thought out, simple 'evolution' model.

•  The metaphor comes from one of Lynne's passions - 

aviation - so you know she'll really rock the room when 

she uses it to illustrate the point.

•  The "A" statement is short, snappy, and memorable. 

She's really thought about it.

•  There's a wealth of data and stories to help her back it 

all up, but she hasn't wasted time going into too much 

detail. She's recorded the key information and it's there 

for her reference next time she needs it.
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Lynne Cazaly: Facilitation Training
PINK SHEET EXAMPLE

First Facilitate Thyself

COCKPIT 
pre-checks and checklists
-> THEN ready for flight
What Happens (weather, air traffic, 
routing, emergency)

You can’t help groups collaborate and achieve or ‘get somewhere’ unless 
• you’re good to go; • you know how you impact the environment; 
• you have some processes that you’ll run; 
• & you are noticing and ready to respond

• First Facilitate Thyself  
     -> GROUPWORK 
• COFFITIVITY -> environment
• The Change Handbook
• Grounded / Mindful

• The Angry Participant 
     & The Flipchart 
• 67 sessions over 6 months 
  (Time, Agenda, Engagement)



John Smart
In this set of pink sheets from John Smart, we can see how a single 

model becomes the parent of a whole bunch of different pink 

sheets. Each pink sheet investigates a portion of the model and 

expands/unpacks a bunch of IP around that point. This is how you 

identify your 'Aces'. An ace pink sheet is the top level pink sheet 

describing the overview of a key model. There will then be a bunch 

more pink sheets nested underneath that one that unpack the 

model in more detail. These are like your "picture cards".

The other thing you can see in this set of pink sheets is that they are 

incomplete - for now. John is no doubt still updating these pink 

sheets and deepening the content recorded in them. Never let the 

incompleteness of a pink sheet prevent you from making forward 

progress. Can't think of a metaphor? Leave it blank for now and 

move on. You never know, the perfect metaphor might hit you in 

the face tomorrow (he said, speaking metaphorically...).

As you work your way through the rest of this document, bear in 

mind that in many cases you'll only be seeing the 'Ace' pink sheet for 

a model, and that in the author's folder of IP they'll have a whole 

bunch of other pink sheets further unpacking that model.
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1) Successful teams harness three elements: Awareness, Compassion and Empathy

Competence Empathy

E�ective Engaged

Inspired

Awareness

High
Performance

High performing teams harness technical skill, a shared understanding of the 
domain and awareness of the bigger picture, and empathy with the client.

Technical skill (Competence) is essential for technical teams, but technical skill 
cannot be harnessed effectively without both understanding the client’s problem 
(Awareness), and empathising with the client’s needs (Empathy).
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John Smart: Cultures of excellence
101 PINK SHEETS

2a) Excellent teams are Aware of client needs.

Competence Empathy

E�ective Engaged

Inspired

Awareness

High
Performance

High performing teams show a high level of awareness, both terms of what 
the customer really needs, and what they can do to meet these needs.

Awareness
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John Smart: Cultures of excellence
101 PINK SHEETS

2b) Excellent teams are also Aware of their own behaviour, performance and needs.

High performing teams show a high level of awareness, both terms of what the 
customer really needs, and what they can do to meet these needs

Competence Empathy

E�ective Engaged

Inspired

Awareness

High
Performance

Awareness

Being aware of the bigger picture is 
typical of high performance teams. In 
the Dreyfus model of Skills Acquisition, 
there are five levels of competence. The 
first two (Novice and Advanced 
Beginner) 
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Competence Empathy

E�ective Engaged

Inspired

Awareness

High
Performance

John Smart: Cultures of excellence
101 PINK SHEETS

Empathy

3a) Awareness gives knowedlge, but Empathy gives engagement

A team may understand what the customer needs on paper, but if they don’t 
actively empathise with the customer’s needs and situation, they will not be driven 
to produce great products.
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E�ective

Competence Empathy

E�ective Engaged

Inspired

Awareness

High
Performance

John Smart: Cultures of excellence
101 PINK SHEETS

3a) Awareness combined with Competence makes us Effective

Effectiveness is to apply the minimal effort necessary to achieve the desired result.

Awareness is about knowing what we should do to achieve the desired results. 
Competence helps us to this in the most effective way.

Competence

Awareness

“Awareness gives you impact. 
Competence gives you options”

Software development 
compared to surgery - the story 
of the hernia operation.
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Competence Empathy

E�ective Engaged

Inspired

Awareness

High
Performance

John Smart: Cultures of excellence
101 PINK SHEETS

3b) Empathy with Competence leads to inspiration

Teams that care about what they do, and are confident that they can do it well, 
exceed. Great teams show empathy at all levels - for team members and for 
customers.

Competence Empathy

Inspired

Train people well enough so 
they can leave, treat them well 
enough so they don't want to

- Sir Richard Branson
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Competence Empathy

E�ective Engaged

Inspired

Awareness

High
Performance

John Smart: Cultures of excellence
101 PINK SHEETS

3c) Empathy with Awareness leads to engaged teams

Great teams show empathy at all levels - for team members and for customers. 
Great leaders show empathy for the team they lead.

- Richard Branson is offering 52 weeks of 
leave for new parents, paid at full salary.

- Netflix proposes unlimited vacation for 
salaried employees.

- Southwest airlines - make employee 
happiness your top priority.

A Google study revealed that 
the biggest factor in high 
performance teams is 
Psychological Safety.

Empathy

EngagedAwareness



Owen McCall
One thing to remember about the pink sheet is that whilst you can 

print them out and use them as a literal piece of paper, on a deeper 

level they are a framework, and you needn't feel constrained by the 

size and shape of each section of the template in order to record 

your full spectrum thinking. 

This set of pink sheets by Owen shows how you can record a great 

deal of thinking under a single model. In a sense, each of the 

declarations is a new pink sheet, but for speed and brevity he's 

recorded it all in one multi-page "mega pink sheet".

If he wanted to expand the detail in one of the declarations, for 

example, he could copy that across into a new pink sheet and create 

a metaphor for it, and fill in the study/story detail sections.
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Competitive 
Differentiation

IS is central to my 
ability to change the 

marketplace and implement 
new business models

Business Enablement

IS drives value in my business by enabling process 
automation and improved decision effectiveness

IS Cost Effectiveness

My systems are cost effective and there is sufficient 
fund for ongoing development

System Reliability

My systems are up and running when needed by the users

Line of 

competence

Line of 

competence

M
arket / Industry

Internal

Business
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S IS Focus

Maslow’s hierarchy of Needs.

or

How do you get a fat man to run a marathon

Peter Drucker. The Practice of Management (1954) 
p. 37 - There is only one valid definition of a 
business purpose: to create a customer.
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Owen McCall: IT Hierarchy of Needs 
101 PINK SHEETS

OVERALL MODEL

Declaration  Focus on persistent needs

Distinction  There are a lot of things that you could be doing and you haven’t got time to do all 
of them so where do you focus. Focus on your persistent needs, that it those things 
that are ever present and if you solve them then you will be 80% of the way there.

Declaration  Meeting customer needs

Distinction  Just like Maslow, success as a CIO (and an IT Team) is about meeting all of the needs 
and wants of our customers, starting with the most basic needs.

Declaration  Needs Based Strategy.

Distinction  Having understood who you are and what you stand for you then need to 
understand what you have to achieve to pull off the strategy. What you need to 
achieve can be viewed as organisational needs. Some needs are more important 
than others and the basic needs must be met first.

Declaration  Some Needs are more important than others

Distinction  Organisations have many needs and your aim is to meet all of the organisations 
needs however, some organisational needs are more basic / important than others 
and you need to fulfil the basic needs before you can begin to focus on the higher 
order needs.

Declaration  Look to the questions!!

Distinction  If you want to know what needs you have satisfied and what needs remain 
outstanding look to the nature of the conversations you are having and the 
questions you are being asked (can I have …) as this will point you to the currently 
unfulfilled needs.

Declaration  Next practice not best practice

Distinction  Many best practice initiatives fail. The main reason they fail is that best practice 
requires capabilities that most organizations do not have. To be successful in best 
practice implementation you need to build this capability over time. When you are 
building these capabilities you need to focus on and communicate next practice not 
best practice.
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Owen McCall: IT Hierarchy of Needs 
101 PINK SHEETS

IS Focus

Declaration  IS’s Focus.

Distinction  Influence is built from the inside out. As you meet IT’s basic needs and begin to 
climb up the hierarchy of needs your focus will begin to broaden from driving IT 
operations, to enabling your business to influencing the industry and markets 
inwhich you operate.

Declaration  Professional Competence.

Distinction  Your initial focus needs to be internal, as you focus on building a professionally 
competent team. You know you have a professionally competent team when your 
services are reliable and you are seen to be providing good value to the company

Declaration  Competence, the minimum requirement

Distinction  Being (and being seen as) professionally competent is the minimum requirement. 
You know you have a professionally competent team when your services are reliable 
and you are seen to be providing good value to the company. Having achieved 
competence the decision to build past this toward differentiation is all all about 
building competitive advantage

Declaration  Shadow IT. A reflection of competence. 

Distinction  If you can't provide quality value adding systems what choice do your customers 
have but to go around you

Declaration  Competence before influence!

Distinction  All CIOs want a seat at the executive table and to be influential in organisational 
strategy. Before you can achieve this however, you need to demonstrate that you 
competent at your job and understand your colleagues needs.

Declaration  Success through influence

Distinction  To be successful CIO needs to be influential with their peers across the organisation. 
Influence is gained by demonstrating competence in your role and then enabling 
your peers to be successful through smart productive technology investments

 continued....
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Owen McCall: IT Hierarchy of Needs 
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Declaration  Influence is permission based (no matter what the metrics say!!)

Distinction  You cannot mandate influence. You can only be influential if people choose to 
give you permission and this permission is earned over time.

Declaration  IT's public victory

Distinction  IT's public victory comes when you are working with your peers to enable your 
current business model.

Declaration  IT's private victory

Distinction  Covey teaches that change is created from the inside out. You achieve a private 
victory when you have demonstrated that you are professionally. Competent. 
That is you are running an efficient and effective IT department

Role of IS

Declaration  What is the role of IS in your organisation.

Distinction  As you meet more needs you become more influential and your role within the 
organisation changes. The role of IS changes as you move up the hierarchy and 
meet more needs. 

 1. If you have little or no influence then you role in the organisation is operational. 
You are probably seen as being critical but not strategically relevant. A lot like 
electricity.

 2. As you demonstrate competence your influence will increase and you will 
begin to be tactically relevant. At this level of influence you are making significant 
contributions to the achievement of the strategy and optimisation or the 
organization's business model but it is unlikely that you are central to the strategy 
itself

 3. As you become increasingly important in the delivery of services and 
demonstrate your ability to enable service delivery increasingly the business will 
turn to you deliver new value.

 4. The ultimate expression of relevance for IT is when IT becomes central the 
organization's strategy and the delivery of new value by enabling substantial 
changes to an organization's business model.
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Owen McCall: IT Hierarchy of Needs 
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The Needs ….

Declaration  Reliability

Distinction  As an absolute minimum the systems that you provide need to be reliable. Being 
reliable means that they are available to the users when needed by the users and 
that they operate with reasonable performance and as expected.

Declaration  Reliability includes projects.

Distinction  Your initial focus should be IT operations but reliability includes delivering IT 
projects on time, on budget to the required level of quality.

Declaration  Cost Effectiveness.

Distinction  To be seen as an effective executive / businessman you need to be able to show 
that you are a good steward of money and send the money you are given 
carefully.

Declaration  Effectiveness  Don’t forget the customers!

Distinction  Being effective is not just about money it is also about customers and being easy 
to do business with and providing your basic services efficiently and simply from 
a customer's perspective.

Declaration  Business Efficiency through process automation

Distinction IT provides value to business when you can apply technology to streamline 
business processes causing reduced costs and improved cycle times.

Declaration  Better decisions through analytics

Distinction  When you put the right information into the hands of decision makers in a timely 
manner then you can support improved decision making improving 
organisational effectiveness.

Declaration  Competitive differentiation

Distinction  True differentiation comes when you have developed and implemented a new 
and improved business model that disrupts a marketplace
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Owen McCall: IT Hierarchy of Needs 
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• The Warehouse case IT team case study.

• in the beginning this is what we looked 
like (scorecard), this is the constant 
conversations we werehaving

• This is what we focused on / did

• This is how key measures moved over 
time

• This is how perception changed over 
time

• This is how investments changed over 
time

• This is how influence changed overtime.

Maybe Auckland Council ….. there is still a fair 
way to go here yet

• fixing the broken tech

• simplification 8 to 1

• core processes prioritised

Maybe Corrections

• talk the talk, IT is strategic but do not 
walk the walk

• had issues with a supplier, basic service 
levels were not acceptable. When 
contract was up extended their services.

• Audience questions

• where are you on the hierarchy of needs?

• how do you know, what is your evidence

• what are you focusing on now? Will this 
address your most basic outstanding 
needs

• What are to constant conversations that 
you have with your customers (slow, 
laptops to bog, why does it keep 
breaking).

• Are there different things you can/should 
be doing

• Story: My “meeting” with Ian. Went to talk 
strategy but he didn’t get his sales reports.

• Story: How do you get a fat man to run a 
marathon

• Reliability  My Jaguar vs your Systems. 
Initially your role is operational as you ensure 
systems are reliably delivering to customers. 
When this need is met you will begin to be 
trusted apply technology to deliver tactical 
improvements to the business and as you 
prove your capability to deliver benefits you 
will increasingly invited to contribute to 
organisational strategy.



Colin Ellis
This pink sheet from Colin is a great reminder that the pink sheet 

framework is a tool, not a prison. Colin wanted to capture more than 

a single A4 piece of paper would fit... so the pink sheet simply got 

bigger! No problem.

Your pink sheets might be physical paper, or notes in Evernote, 

documents in Adobe Illustrator, or lines in a spreadsheet, or 

whatever else works for you. The important thing is that they capture 

full spectrum thinking in a mode-agnostic manner. Everything else is 

open to experimentation!
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It’s like a folk singer 
covering ACDC.

CONCEPT

Explanation

Statement Project management, where did the personality go?

Project management continues to disappoint and large transformation projects 
suffer from a lack of enthusiasm and excitement, whilst agile projects are (for the 
most part) getting things done. Unfortunately, we’re not taking the time to pair the 
right project with the right personality and PMs aren’t using their personality to get 
it done. So where did it go?

Purpose Practices

Growth Experience

Self-awareness

Personality
Medium/Large projects
High risk
Many stakeholders
Transformation
Waterfall/traditional
Multi-functional teams
Virtual
People focus

Small/medium projects
Low risk

Few stakeholders
Incremental change

Agile/innovation
Specialist teams

Co-located
Task focus

ExtrovertsIntroverts
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Def. of personality: “the 
combination of characteristics 
or qualities that form an 
individual’s distinctive 
character

Neither PMBoK nor P2 provide 
guidance on the personality 
traits required to deliver 
projects successfully. Despite 
Purcell and Hutchinson (2007) 
proving there is a correlation 
between that and a successfully 
delivered project.

Turner (1999) four styles of 
project manager: Laissez-Faire, 
Democratic, Autocratic, 
Bureaucratic

Leadershipstyle and 
competence are seldom 
identified as critical success 
faactors on projects (Turner 
and Muller 2005)

‘Introverts prefer to work 
independently, and solitude 
can be a catalyst to innovation.’ 
- Quiet: The Power of Introverts 
- Susan Cain

According to Purcell and 
Hutchinson (2007) the 
personality of project managers 
plays a significant role in the 
projects’ outcome, especially 
when the project concersn the 
new product development 
(NPD).

Project manager literature and 
success statistics ignore the 
project manager and their 
leadership style. This is in direct 
contrast to the general 
management literature which 
considers effective leadership a 
success factor in organisations’ - 
Turner and Muller (2005) for the 
PMI

Journal of Industrial 
Engineering and Management 
found that to be successful PMs 
need to demonstrate 
extroverted and perceiving 
personality traits.

“If your actions inspire others to 
dream more, learn more, do 
more and become more, you 
are a leader.” - President John 
Quincy Adams

“People’s personalities can be 
completely different in different 
situations, times, and around 
different people.” - Susan Cain

In the late 90s you were hired 
on personality first.

Story about my first PM 
interview.

If I fill in a tax return it’s not 
assumed that I’m an 
accountant, so why is everyone 
a PM?

“I hold that a strongly marked 
personality can influence 
descenants for generations.” - 
Beatrix Potter

The best projects develop their 
own subcultures, that’s why 
people want to be a part of 
them.

Two types of project leadership 
(Bass 1990):
- Transactional
- Transformational

Lyn Crawford (2001) found that 
once a PM had achieved an 
entry level of PM knowledge, 
more knowledge doesn’t make 
them more competent. It’s their 
personality and leadership style 
that does.

Colin Ellis: Project Management, Where's The Personality?



Colin Ellis
This next group of IP from Colin shows how your IP moves from the 

HOW to the WHAT. First, Colin would teach people HOW to put the 

heart back in project management (With a simple venn diagram - 

Apply, Improve, Learn, which is this 'Ace' pink sheet). 

Then he'll show them WHAT to do - with three more sets of pink 

sheets headed by these 'Aces', the WHAT models that show the 

learner the steps required to improve in each of these domains.
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We need to put a heart into project management

We need to move away from academic, masculine project management approach-
es and ‘institutions’ and put heart, relationships, and great behaviours in.

Experience

Growth Self-awareness

APPLY IMPROVE

LEARN

It’s like putting a healthy heart back 
into a dying patient

Chaos survey on project 
success factors

Engaging Gen Y by 
Anton Ruis

Branson quote about 
retention of great people

Anecdotes about the time 
before methods and 
technology

Ask people to name 5 great 
project managers and what it 
was they did well.

Difference between 
conscious and 
unconscious leadership

models 
reproduced 
overleaf
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Experience

Growth Self-awareness

APPLY IMPROVE

LEARN



Kieran Flanagan
Kieran is a creative soul whose pink sheets are so gorgeous to look at 

that you might forget to actually read them, which would be an 

awful shame given the quality of IP they capture.

Notice how powerful her metaphors are. Notice how carefully she 

has agonised over the words in the 'A' statements. Notice that she 

includes a learning activity for some of them. Admire their beauty 

first, and then absorb these pink sheets on a deeper level. This is 

really, really good stuff.



Kieran Flanagan: Revolution thinking
101 PINK SHEETS



Kieran Flanagan: Creative does not mean poor
101 PINK SHEETS



Kieran Flanagan: Time is not always the best measure
101 PINK SHEETS



Kieran Flanagan: Businesses are in glass buildings
101 PINK SHEETS



Kieran Flanagan: Boring is dangerous
101 PINK SHEETS



Kieran Flanagan: Different trumps better
101 PINK SHEETS



Kieran Flanagan: The behaviour gap
101 PINK SHEETS



Kieran Flanagan: Thought leadership is two words
101 PINK SHEETS



Kieran Flanagan: Work life blending
101 PINK SHEETS



Kieran Flanagan: First date selling
101 PINK SHEETS



Kieran Flanagan: Women need to get more how you doin?
101 PINK SHEETS



Kieran Flanagan: We're not writing books... we're sharing ideas
101 PINK SHEETS



Ral Dolan
This pink sheet is an interesting example of a quadrant model used 

as a WHY (value) model. In the curriculum, you've heard Matt say that 

a WHY model is usually either a ladder or an "S-curve", but all these 

suggestions are simply guidelines.

In this pink sheet, Ral has added a currency to a quadrant model 

which makes it clear why someone would want to get to the top 

right corner.
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Explanation

Statement Using personal stories in business to inspire
Your storytelling style is determined by 
clarity of purpose and engagement level.

Gabrielle Dolan: Storytelling
PINK SHEET EXAMPLE

Copper Head Snake story

By 2020 Gen Y will be the most dominant.
They will not follow based on position or title, 
they will follow the leaders that engage them, 
connect them with purpose and inspire them.
Info overload is not new but it is not going 
away. We don’t need more information but 
people are looking for leaders to make it 
meaningful for them and relevant to them.

The vast majority of us are a 
reporter and we stay there 
because it is safe and easy and 
we have been conditioned to be 
there.
No longer safe to stay – 
Gen Y are demanding us to 
lead differently.

Merrin’s story of flying into Dublin and 
have to abort the landing. On the third 
attempt the Captain announces, ‘We will 
make one more final attempt to land and 
before we do we will just go through the 
safety instructions one more time’. With 
that everyone was asking questions.

High

HighEngagement

Purpose
Reporter

+2

-1

+10

+1
Joker

Inspirer

Bragger

Low



Patrick Hollingworth
This set of pink sheets from Pat is built on a simple IF model. 

It's a great way of developing IP designed to coach someone 

through a major transition.
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NEWOLD

V�at��ySt���y

Un�rtainty�rtainty

�mp�x�ySimplic�y

Ambigu�y�ar�y

�e U.S. M��ary 	i�ns 
� t� �rms

Pat Hollingworth: VUCA Transition

It’s like �a�ng home at t� 
���ing � an ex�d�ion, 
and arting t� trans�ion 
�om SCSC � VUCA

Go� are t� days � ���y, �rtainty, simplic�y and 
�ar�y. �t�r, v�at��y, un�rtainty, comp�x�y and 
ambigu�y are t� �w n	m.

VUCA � t� �w n	m
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NEWOLD

V�at��ySt���y

Un�rtainty�rtainty

�mp�x�ySimplic�y

Ambigu�y�ar�y

Einein - T�ay’s 
pr��ms ca�ot � s�ved 
by t� same �vel � 
thinking that crea�d t�m.

Pat Hollingworth: VUCA PRIME is Crap

It’s like an iPho�. On t� surfa� 
�’s simp� but under�ath �’s 
incredi¤y complica�d.

Or like ereotyping. It can �ad � 
thinking something � a lot simp�r 
than � actu©ly �, and a simp� 
remedy w�l not fix �.

A popular�ed antido¬ � t� pr��ms � VUCA � t� su®osed VUCA 
PRIME, whi± c²n�rs v�at��y w�h �sion, un�rtainty w�h 
underanding, comp�x�y w�h �ar�y anbigu�y w�h a�l�y. 

How´er, � eµ�y c²n�r o� su¶inct acronym whi± does a reµon�� 
·b at suºar�ing a hi»ly comp�x and diverse lan¼ca½ w�h anot�r 
cu¬ acronym � m��ading, fa¾�h and ¿er©l entirely un�lpful.

VUCA Prime � not t� answer



Bryan Whitefield
The model shown here is an example of how deep and complex 

your thinking can go. Bryan could unpack this model over 10 or 

more pink sheets. Note that due to the complexity, he wouldn't 

necessarily show this whole model at once to an audience.

He might visually display only the three circles and their 

intersections, while revealing the rest of the content with his 

presentation (if speaking) or text (if authoring). Models are both a 

thinking tool and a visual communication tool, and you are not 

obliged to show everything to everyone, if that will make the 

communication less effective.
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NoÁ, Paul C. 
“Ãy dec�ions faÄ” (2Æ2).

50% � biÇer, m	e comp�x 
dec�ions are wrong.

My ·ur�y � t� �ed � 
“�ink � �r²É”.

Bryan Whitefield: Decision Making

It’s like w©king in� t� firÊ 
reaurant we come � w�h²t 
considering what ²r options 
are, and m	e imp	tanËy, 
what we �ed, desire 	 purpose 
we are trying � fuÌÄ.

Íc�ions are r�ky by t�ir very nature �cause ha�ng options � 
DECIDE �twÏn means t�re � un�rtainty. �e truth �, dec�ion making 
� comp�x and �cause we have � make so many dec�ions, we ��n don’t 
think t�m thr²É weÐ en²É. �ere � so mu± � a su¶eÑful dec�ion 
and � � a continu²s pro�Ò � Óecking and reÓecking.

�e hi¾en r�k in ²r dec�ion making � that we simply don’t think 
thinÔ thr²É weÐ en²É.

MotiÕtion

Imp�mentation Clarification

DRIVERS
1. V©Øs, 2. In�ntives,

3. En�ronment

Ùs�ve, Action, 
Preparation

W�dom, Know�dÚ, 
Inf	mation

Purpose, Ísire,
Sur�Õl

BLOCKERS
1. �e	ies, 2. AÑumptions,

3. Per�ptions

CREATORS
1. Leaders, 2. Teams, 3. Peop�

DECIDING
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�e Naper, Amazon and 
A®� M�s�es µ identÞied 
MaxweÐ WeÑel and �ay�n 
M. ßr��nsen in HBR

�e m��ary a®reciation 
pro�Ò – end result � a 
tacticã, daring 	 
�sionary ra�gy.

Bryan Whitefield: Dial Up Decision Potential

It’s like w	king ²t t� 
combination � a saå.

O� by o� t� tum¤ers f©l 
in� pla� - CLUNK

MoÊ 	çn�ations lie comf	t�ly in t� land � continu²s 
impr¿ement. Some, w�t�r by Óoi� 	 f	�, identÞy o®	tun�ies 
f	 i�¿ations. �e se�ct åw identÞy ©l t� ingredients and t� 
ri»t reci½ and t�y are �� � Óèse d�ruption.

Yé �ed � underand t� po�ntiã � t� dec�ions 
yé c²ld � making.

A®et�e

êp���y O®	tun�y

OBJECTIVES

GAP

STRATEGY
B�d,

Teing,
Saå

Wide, Naíow, Shut

îeative,
Expl	ing,

Van�la

AgreÑive,
êuti²s,

No�

Ex�rt,
Trai�d,
Ama�ur

D�ruption,
I�¿ation,
Impr¿ement

POTENTIAL



Michelle Ockers
What's interesting to note about this pink from Michelle is that you 

can see the process of full-spectrum thinking improve the pink 

sheet. The "A" statement began as "reinvent yourself", but upon 

finding an appropriate metaphor Michelle has landed on her 

preferred phrasing - "Stay in beta".

Both of these are a great way to articulate her point and both will be 

useful in time. What we can see here, however, is that no pink sheet 

is ever finished, and any time your thinking evolves you're always 

able to come back and update your pink sheets.



Michelle Ockers: Stay in Beta
101 PINK SHEETS



Simon ‘Mo’ Macrae
What's interesting to note about this pink from Michelle is that you 

can see the process of full-spectrum thinking improve the pink 

sheet. The "A" statement began as "reinvent yourself", but upon 

finding an appropriate metaphor Michelle has landed on her 

preferred phrasing - "Stay in beta".

Both of these are a great way to articulate her point and both will be 

useful in time. What we can see here, however, is that no pink sheet 

is ever finished, and any time your thinking evolves you're always 

able to come back and update your pink sheets.



C O N T E X T

C O N C E P T

C O N T E N T

TAKE A BRAND STAND

MODEL

STUDY

METAPHOR

STORY

A brand must stand for something to stand out.
Stop talking about who you are and what you do and take some real action.  

True brabnd lives in what you do not what you say. Create real products, offer 
services or set up systems that show customers who you are as a brand.

“If you want me to think you’re 
funny, don’t tell me you’re funny, 

tell me a joke.” 

Taking a brand stand is as much 
as about what you wont do as what 

you will. 

Alfie Langer & VB

NIKE: Prefontaine

APPLE: Tools for the mind that 
advance humankind

ZAPPOS: Wow philosophy

ALDI: a stand is not always about 
being premium

PS:001

ACTIVITY:  YOUR BRAND AS A MOVIE EXERCISE

You have enemies? Good. That means you stood up for something, sometime in you life.
- Winston Chruchill“ ” 

spray it don’t say it7 It’s time to be the brand you 
know you can be.17 Do something great instead of 

talking about being great37 Be the brand you want to be 
remembered for.70 

WHAT YOU 
STAND FOR

something big

nothing

words actions

FADDIST
they buy because 
you sound good

OPPORTUNIST
they buy because

you’re there

LOYALIST
they buy because they 

love you. 
(BRAND ADVOCATE)

HABITUALIST
they buy because 
they have before

WHAT YOU 
STAND IN



C O N T E X T

C O N C E P T

C O N T E N T

THE ART OF POWER PROCRASTINATION

MODEL

STUDY

METAPHOR

STORY

Your subconscious is powerful in its ability to solve problems and create.  
Sometimes you need to leave it alone to do its best work - just don’t forget to  

put all the ingredients in first.

Your brain sometimes does its best 
work as a slowcooker; throw in all 

the ingredients and leave it alone for 
a while.

Thomas Edison - Have a lie down

Einstein - (level of consc quote)

Isac Asimov

Put the PRO in procrastinate

“The Power Of Procrastination” 
- talk by Dr Jorge Cham at 

Washington College

Study of holiday fitness 
maintenance - 8 minute body 

reminder.

PS:002

ACTIVITY:  DAY1 PROBLEM. ASK BRAIN. DAY2 SOLUTION

No problem can be solved by the same level of consciousness that created it.
- Albert Einstein“ ” 

Your brain can work stuff out 
for you when you’re asleep7 You already know the answer, 

you just don’t know you know.17 Stop butting ur head against 
wall, use a pillow instead37 Use all the wisodm you 

already have in your head70 

SUBCONSCIOUS
(the slowcooker)

TIME INGREDIENTS 
(information/
environment/

factors)

no solution

conscious
solution

premature
solution



MODEL METAPHOR

Picasso, Braque & the Cubists 
were accomplished fine artists who 
made a choice to deconstruct their 
subject matter, giving us Cubism 
- arguably the most influntial art 

movement of the 20th century.
“Art or madness?”

The Elements of Design
The Principles of Design

(make a bold choice - not all)

Bernbach study of creativity in 
advertising - results profoundly 
disproportional to media spend.

  

STUDY

Paul Arden/Richard Avedon ad for Alexon 
with Iman. (I knew I’d be fired).

Nandos - Pauline Hanson poster

Olympic highjumper - Dick Fosbury

The move to Germany for radical cancer 
treatment.

STORY

C O N T E X T

C O N C E P T

C O N T E N T

PS:003

ACTIVITY:  EG TVC - SPOT THE BOLD CHOICE. WHAT WOULD HAVE BEEN REGULAR ?

CREATIVITY IS BOLD CHOICES
One of the defining factors of creative solutions comes once the thinking is done 

and options are explored. The critical distiction of creativity then is to make a bold 
choice in direction. Not different for different’s sake, 

but unique and obtuse and new in a way that provides value. 
Creative solutions require bravery and fortitude.

“Astonish Me”
- Alexey Brodovitch“ ” 

Don’t do something boring. 
Everyone else does that.7 The ultimate you is the one 

you create by being bold.17 One bold chice will save you 
torture of 10 regular choices.37 Your bold choices are what 

people will remember you for.70 

THINKING

flexible

fixed
weak strong

REACTIVE
reckless choice

INACTIVE
timid choice

CREATIVE
bold choice

CONSERVATIVE
traditional choice

ACTIONS



MODEL METAPHOR

Like when a white kid named Elvis 
took the blues of America’s deep 
south and took it to the rest of 

aAmerica and became the king.

(or when The Rolling Stones and 
the british blues explosion did the 

same in the UK)

Scott Berkun’s book “The Myths of 
Innovation” (Da Vinci quote “stand still 

and watch the patterns...”

Moneyball.  
(Yale economics - sabermetrics)

HBR article by Marion Poetz, Nikolaus 
Franke & Martin Schreier

STUDY

Picasso saw a 1907 exhibit of African 
art (sculptures with elongated faces & 
exaggurated features) - turned into Les 

Demoiselles d’Avignon.

Zappos CEO, Tony Hsieh on taking the 
rave culture of PLUR and importing it to 

the workplace at Zappos.

                         Guttenberg press

STORY

C O N T E X T

C O N C E P T

C O N T E N T

PS:004

ACTIVITY:  TROTTER MATRIX EXERCISE IN GROUPS OF 4

OUTSPIRATION NOT INSPIRATION
BOLD CREATIVITY: 1 0F 3 HOW TO GET FROM REACTIVE TO CREATIVE

Breakthrough thinking often comes from simple cross-polination of idea & market 
- taking something regular and normal form one industry/market/sector and 

importing it into your own.
A great place to start is find inspiration in what you love not what you do.

Good artists copy. Great atists steal.    - Pablo Picasso 
(also note Budd Tribble’s translation of the concept to “make it your own”) “ ” 

If you want a different idea, 
look in a different place.7 Find great ideas and paint 

them on a different canvas.17 Stand on the shoulders of 
giants in other worlds.70 

THINKING

flexible

fixed
weak strong

INACTIVE
timid choice

CONSERVATIVE
traditional choice

ACTIONS

37 Idea creation as an import 
business not manufacturing.

REACTIVE
reckless choice

CREATIVE
bold choice

1



MODEL METAPHOR

Great comedians set up one great 
gag at the begining of an act and 

return to it 5 or 6 times. 
By the end of the show they can 
bring the house down with just a 

single word or a look. 

 

STUDY

Lamb - Sam Kekovich campaign.

Budweiser Superbowl ads - Wassup

Old Spice

Martin Luther King - I have a dream.
(x11)

STORY

C O N T E X T

C O N C E P T

C O N T E N T

PS:005

CREATIVITY CAN SNOWBALL
BOLD CREATIVITY: 2 0F 3 HOW TO GET FROM REACTIVE TO CREATIVE

Great creaticity with consistency has a compound efect. The more you do it, the 
more your audience has an automated response to it and the greater effect you can 

get with less effort and less spend.

Logic will get you from A to B. Imagination will take you everywhere.
- Albert Einstein“ ” 

If it gets laughs do it again7 Build a habit of creative ideas 
and you’ll build a legacy17 True masters build on the work 

they’ve already done70 

THINKING

flexible

fixed
weak strong

INACTIVE
timid choice

CONSERVATIVE
traditional choice

ACTIONS

37 More creative now means 
less work over time 

REACTIVE
reckless choice

CREATIVE
bold choice

2



MODEL METAPHOR

It’s David and Goliath. 
You don’t need the strangth and size 

if you have a rock and a sling.

“Under the Radar”
- Kirshenbaum Bond

STUDY

Nandos - Pauline Hanson Poster 
$10k into $100k

STORY

C O N T E X T

C O N C E P T

C O N T E N T

PS:006

ACTIVITY:  WHAT IF? EXERCISE FOR EXAMPLE AD - 1/2 PROD COST FOR UNIQUE OUTPUT

PUNCH ABOVE YOUR WEIGHT
BOLD CREATIVITY: 3 0F 3 HOW TO GET FROM REACTIVE TO CREATIVE

With any reactionary marketing or business strategy you’ll always be chasing the 
market and chasing your tail. Energy in will only ever equal energy out at best - 

you can only ever “catch up”.
Creative thinking (bold choices) can leverage your position, your equity, your 

benefits and your budget for 10x results.

Logic will get you from A to B. Imagination will take you everywhere.
- Albert Einstein“ ” 

If you do what others  do you’ll 
only have what others have.7 Creativity makes you David 

versus Goliath17 Young bull runs down, old bull 
walks.70 

THINKING

flexible

fixed
weak strong

INACTIVE
timid choice

CONSERVATIVE
traditional choice

ACTIONS

37 It’s about working smarter 
not harder.

REACTIVE
reckless choice

CREATIVE
bold choice

3



MODEL METAPHOR

Like the way car dealers sell... they know 
that getting us in the right leather seat 
in the right colour car will sell us... the 
brochure is just for us to read later to 

justify the purchase decision to our friends 
(and ourselves) with logical statistical 

mechanical specifications.

“The essential difference between emotion and 
reason is that emotion leads to action while 

reason leads to conclusions.” - Donald Calne, 
Canadian Neurologist

from his book - “Within Reason: Rationality 
and Human Behavior”

Buyer Psychology Study - Insight Squared

STUDY

Western Syndey University -  
Brand campaign: Deng Adut 

+ 
Refugee Scholarship fund video

Dove Soap campaign

STORY

C O N T E X T

C O N C E P T

C O N T E N T

PS:012

RATIONAL BULLETS ARE FIRED WITH EMOTIONAL TRIGGERS
Rational, logical, product benefit, feature focussed messaging can be powerful,  

but there is no way to get them into an audiences mind  
is when fired with an emotional trigger. 

You can have powerful emotional messaging without rational, but you can’t have 
rational without emotional.

When dealing with people, remember you are not dealing with creatures of logic, but with creatures of emotion. 
- - Dale Carnegie (1888 - 1955), American Writer and Lecturer“ ” 

Make them care, then make 
them understand.7 Open their hearts and their 

ears will follow.17 Make me see reason, sure, but 
first make me care to see it.70 37 Attach your rational words to 

emotional barbs.

PURPOSE

GRATIFICATION

RA
TI

O
N

A
L

EM
O

TI
O

N
A

L

ACTIVITY:  LIST 5 RATIONAL CLIENT BENEFITS - EXTEND TO THEIR EMOTIONAL TRIGGER.

meaningful
and connected

meaningful but 
disconnected

trivial
and connected

trivial and 
disconnected



MODEL METAPHOR

Like a sick patient who wants to feel 
better, there is a treatment to make it 
happen and a way to administer it.

“The Biology of Belief” - Dr Bruce Lipton
(re the drugs the brain pumps through our 

body based on our thoughts.

“neurocinematics” - Michael Grabowski, 
an associate professor of communication 

at Manhattan College

STUDY

The Shining. One shot, Two girls in a 
hallway = chills for a lifetime

STORY

C O N T E X T

C O N C E P T

C O N T E N T

PS:012

VIDEO CONTENT IS A DRUG
The combination of audio and moving visuals is the most potent form of 

communication in our time. It engages more of our senses and has the potential to 
draw us into a world where our subsoncious cant tell reality from fiction.

“Film as dream, film as music. No art passes our conscience in the way film does, and goes directly to our  
feelings, deep down into the dark rooms of our souls.”    - Ingmar Bergman“ ” 

Video can make you feel even 
when you don’t want to 7 Video can go beyond thought 

to trigger real emotion17 Make em laugh, make em cry, 
make em buy.70 37 Video can penetrate the 

defence of logic and reason

ACTIVITY:  PAIR UP. TRACE BACK D/P/A AN AD THAT MADE YOU FEEL EMOTION. 

ADMINISTER

PRESCRIBE DIAGNOSE

audience
preference

audience
awareness

audience
desire



MODEL METAPHOR

Noah built the Ark and gathered the 
animals before it started raining.

 Steven Spielberg on the set of Duel  
and mapping out the camera positions  

for efficient coverage to avoid being  
fired form location.

Stats: 1 day, 1 road, 2 laps,  
6 cameras, 36 shots.

(shoew map).

STUDY

Steve Prefontaine.

Train hard, Win Easy - the Kenyon way.

Seth Rogan - lazy but paranoid.

STORY

C O N T E X T

C O N C E P T

C O N T E N T

PS:015 

DEFINE IT. DECLARE IT. DIRECT IT.
90% of directing is what you do before you turn the camera on.  

Great video content - whether movies, brand, TVC or how to vidoes - is always  
the result of audience insight, a clear vision and meticulous planning.

“Plan for what it is difficult while it is easy, do what is great while it is small.”
- Sun Tzu, The Art of War“ ” 

First comes thought; then organization of that thought, into ideas and plans; then transformation of those plans 
into reality. The beginning, as you will observe, is in your imagination.   - Napoleon Hill“ ” 

Give me six hours to chop down a tree and I will spend the first four sharpening the axe.
- Abraham Lincoln“ ” 

Think before you shoot7 Think like a director. Plan like a 
director. Then be a director.17 Spend time to get set before 

youre one set.70 37 Turn on your brain before 
you turn on your camera

ACTIVITY:  IDEA SPURRING QUESTIONS - OSBORNE’S APPLIED IMAGINATION. P59EMGTP

PRODUCTION
bringing vision from

script to screen

VISION
how you intend to
make that happen

INTENTION
what you want the

audience to do

insight

viability approach

D
E F I N

E  I T

                      DIRECT I
T

          D
E

C
L

A
R

E
 IT

THE 
DIRECTOR’S 

MIDSET



MODEL METAPHOR

You can’t catch a fish if you don’t know 
what bait they like.

“Drive: The Surprising Truth About 
What Motivates Us.” - Daniel Pink

(HBR interview with Daniel Pink - 
What Motivates Us?

STUDY

Ken Snr in the Day & Night Chemist.  
Sr Joan one minute and methodone 

addict the next. Same conversation to two 
completely different audiences.

STORY

C O N T E X T

C O N C E P T

C O N T E N T

PS:019 

WHAT LIE DO THEY WANT TO BUY?
The best way to spot a liar is to be aware of the lie you want to be true. Lying is a 

cooperative act - an act that can only occur with the cooperation of two parties.
(Pamela Meyer Ted Talk - How to spot a liar).

So if you know what your audience is hungry for, you know what they will give you 
something for.

“In the theatre the audience wants to be surprised – but by things that they expect.” 
- Tristan Bernard“ ” 

ST
AT

E 
 B

EF
O

RE

ST
AT

E 
 A

FT
ER

EMOTIONAL
AUTO

RESPONSE

AUDIENCE
PORTRAIT

WHAT
MOVES THEM?

MOTIVATES THEM?
IS IMPORTANT TO 

THEM

THOUGHT 
CHANGE/

RESPONSE

WHAT 
ARE THEY 

EXPECTING?

PHYSICAL
ACTION TO 

TAKE

WHERE ARE 
THEY

WATCHING?

PHYSICAL
AUTO

RESPONSE

WHAT’S THE 
LANDSCAPE?

MENTAL

PHYSICAL

DEFINING INTENTION: 4 OF 7



MODEL METAPHOR

When a clown walks into the room, kids 
will be laughing before they do a trick.

Pavlov’s dog and classical conditioning

STUDY

Gene Wilder and taking the role 
of Willy Wonka - He insisted on 

playing the scene when the public first 
see him against their expectations.

STORY

C O N T E X T

C O N C E P T

C O N T E N T

PS:020 

THERE’S ALREADY A STORY IN THEIR HEAD

Before you tell an audience a story, there’s already one in their head (in truth, there’s 
many mre thn one) - a story about who you are, what you represent, what you’re 

probably going to say... a story about advertising, about your industry, about their 
problems and about their day.

You need to be just as aware of what they’re expecting to hear as what you have to say.

ST
AT

E 
 B

EF
O

RE

ST
AT

E 
 A

FT
ER

EMOTIONAL
AUTO

RESPONSE

AUDIENCE
PORTRAIT

WHAT
MOVES THEM?

MOTIVATES THEM?
IS IMPORTANT TO 

THEM

THOUGHT 
CHANGE/

RESPONSE

WHAT 
ARE THEY 

EXPECTING?

PHYSICAL
ACTION TO 

TAKE

WHERE ARE 
THEY

WATCHING?

PHYSICAL
AUTO

RESPONSE

WHAT’S THE 
LANDSCAPE?

MENTAL

PHYSICAL

DEFINING INTENTION: 5 OF 7



MODEL METAPHOR

You don’t play the polka at a funeral.

“Places of the Heart - The 
Psychogeography of Everyday Life.”

- Colin Ellard

“the places we live in not only shape our 
feelings but also the decisions we make.”

STUDY

Budweiser Superbowl ad campaign 
“Wasssup?”

STORY

C O N T E X T

C O N C E P T

C O N T E N T

PS:021 

GET IN THEIR WORLD BEFORE YOU GET IN THEIR HEAD

The environment an audience is in when they’re watching your video can be as 
important of the content you are presenting to them. Are they watching in a dark 

theatre or on a phone in the bus on their way to work? Are they alone or with 
people? And if they’re with people, what will their response say about them?

(you can play the polka at a funeral, but only to disrupt with intent, and only when 
you preface it with the right setup)

ST
AT

E 
 B

EF
O

RE

ST
AT

E 
 A

FT
ER

EMOTIONAL
AUTO

RESPONSE

AUDIENCE
PORTRAIT

WHAT
MOVES THEM?

MOTIVATES THEM?
IS IMPORTANT TO 

THEM

THOUGHT 
CHANGE/

RESPONSE

WHAT 
ARE THEY 

EXPECTING?

PHYSICAL
ACTION TO 

TAKE

WHERE ARE 
THEY

WATCHING?

PHYSICAL
AUTO

RESPONSE

WHAT’S THE 
LANDSCAPE?

MENTAL

PHYSICAL

DEFINING INTENTION: 6 OF 7

What you see and what you hear depends a great deal on where you are standing.  
It also depends on what sort of person you are.   - C.S. Lewis, The Magician’s Nephew“ ” 



Steuart Snooks



Pink Sheet #:

Original version: Latest update:13 Nov 2017

Context

Concept
Specific Declarative Statement

Content

One sentence explanation of declarative statement

Model (Left Brain) Model (Right Brain)

Case Studies, Stats (Left Brain) Stories (Right Brain)

24

Email 
Productivity

13 Nov 2017

• Your audience are 

distracted - they’re not 

paying attention 

• They don’t know what is 

expected of them

• They don’t have time or 

attention to work out what 

you want

• They are likely to view 

your message on a mobile 

device while ‘on the go’

• Set up draft e-mails with 

pre-written subject lines

• Add recipients pro-

actively, deliberately and 

with care

Address your e-mail message according to the outcome you want

Taking time to identify the outcome you desire for your message and also 

who should be responsible for that outcome allows you to target your 

message more accurately and increase your chances of an appropriate 

and timely response

It’s like using the right bait 

to attract the fish you’re 

trying to catch

• Making the effort at 

your end helps them to 

prioritise

• It’s easier and quicker 

for them to make a 

decision and take action

Broadly targeted



Pink Sheet #:

Original version: Latest update:13 Nov 2017

Context

Concept
Specific Declarative Statement

Content

One sentence explanation of declarative statement

Model (Left Brain) Model (Right Brain)

Case Studies, Stats (Left Brain) Stories (Right Brain)

25

Email 
Productivity

13 Nov 2017

• 80% of e-mail is non-essential and 

easy to automate

• Use apps for this purpose

• Examples are cc, to be read, 

personal, alerts, updates

I am pleased to inform you that I have 

taken charge of my inbox and applied a 

number of your tips, reducing my 

incoming emails by around 60%. That’s 

made a huge difference to me already and 

I expect to be able to further tame this 

tiger into further submission, taking over 

absolute control myself”. 

Brendan Killeen, Chairman, TEC 49 

(Brisbane)

Use filters and rules to automate e-mail processing

80% of e-mail is non-essential and can often be handled by 

filters or rules to re-direct as appropriate, leaving you free 

to apply your focus on the essential/important 20%

It’s like having a personal 

assistant sift, sort and prioritise 

your inbox for you

Broadly targeted
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Concept
Specific Declarative Statement

Content

One sentence explanation of declarative statement

Model (Left Brain) Model (Right Brain)

Case Studies, Stats (Left Brain) Stories (Right Brain)
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Email 
Productivity

13 Nov 2017

• 30% of e-mail would be better 

communicated verbally

• People trying to resolve complex

issues via e-mail is the #2 bugbear

for users

• Think first before sending e-mail

• Ask yourself how likely it is for your 

message to be misunderstood, the 

implications of that, and effort 

needed to rectify any 

misunderstanding

• See Daft & Lengl model

You are not your inbox

Don’t live in your inbox - have a strategic approach to using 

e-mail and only use it when it is the most appropriate tool 

for communicating your message

It’s like tuning your radio 

to receive more ‘signal’ 

and less ‘noise’

Broadly targeted
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One sentence explanation of declarative statement
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Email 
Productivity

13 Nov 2017

• Urgent messages need to be synchronous but 

e-mail is asynchronous

• Urgent messages require high clarity but e-mail 

is easily misinterpreted

• Urgent messages best communicated verbally 

and/or visually but e-mail is digital, written, 

non-auditory and non-visual

• Royal Inquiry into 2009 

bushfires found that CFA 

sent out fire alerts via e-

mail and resolved that, in

future, these should be

sent via text message

instead

If it’s urgent, don’t use e-mail

Urgent messages need a synchronous, auditory and/or 

visual mode of communication. But e-mail is an 

asynchronous, digital, written and non-auditory form of 

communication and inappropriate for urgent messages.

It’s like having a 

toolkit and choosing 

the right tool for the 

job at hand 

Broadly targeted
Low    Synchronicity   Hi

Hi

Context

Richness

Understanding

Low

Book

Manual
Phone

Meeting

Video Conf.

Voicemail

E-mail Text/SMS

On-line chat

Tele-

conference
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Email 
Productivity

13 Nov 2017

• Research shows 11% of senders expect a 

response within 15 mins 

• Research shows 25% of receivers expect a 

response within 15 mins 

• Better to under-promise and over-deliver

rather than other way round

• You need to establish your boundaries and

the rules of enegagment

• You’ve already trained others 

in what to expect from you –

now you need to re-train 

them

• Dell carved out a market 

niche by reducing the 

compromise in 

Quality/Value/Time

Manage e-mail expectations around your response times

Let others know your ‘modus operandi’ around how 

promptly they can expect an e-mail response from you

It’s like the way kids 

modify their behaviour 

when visiting different 

relatives’ homes (eg; 

grandparents), based on 

the house rules and 

expectations

Broadly targeted
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Email 
Productivity

13 Nov 2017

• 80% of e-mail is non-essential

• There are 7 reasons to keep the inbox 

empty (see my white paper)

• Processing the inbox takes 69 x 8 hour 

work days per year

• Checking e-mail costs $28k per person 

per year

• Aim to prioritise each e-mail and 

then Plan next actions for the 

20% that require it.

• Getting inbox to zero is about the

journey rather than the

destination - a bit like the TAC’s

promo on ‘Towards Zero’ (aiming

at getting road toll to zero)

The whole aim of checking an e-mail is to simply make a decision

The purpose of visiting the inbox is to make a decision on 

each message as quickly as possible and get it empty. The 

worst decision is no decision!

It’s like visiting your 

pidgeon hole or letterbox 

– the aim is simply to 

empty it

Procrastinate Plan

Postpone Prioritise

C
o

m
p

le
xi

ty

Time

Decision made



Chris Freeman



 

 

 It is like a teenager deciding to move out and 
live on their own and finding there is more to 
independent living than sleeping and eating 
 

The Journey from Worker to Businessperson 

Most people move from being employed in one area, to working for themselves in the 

same area. When this is the case it is important that they also learn to be a 

businessperson. For example, if a plumber moves from being employed to being self 

employed it is important he learns to move from being a plumber who works for 

himself, to a businessman who does plumbing. Otherwise he will still be plumbing when 

his body is wearing out or the market changes. 
 

Michael Gerber, The E-Myth Revisited: Why Most 
Small Businesses Don't Work and What to Do 
About It, 2nd edition (HarperCollins, 2004). 
 

Chris’ story 

 



 

 

 It is like believing the advertising and 
photos of accommodation in a foreign land 
without further research and ending up in a 
flea infested room 
 

Questions To Ask To Avoid Speculation 

When you have decisions to make, consider whether these words can be attributed to 

the situation. That decision could be in any of our topics. 

When an investment is offered to you the word 'investment' may be a safe sounding 

disguise to a risky speculation. Remember to: 

• Step 1: Have I discussed the investment decisions with a trusted Personal Support or 

Coach. 

• Step 2: Have I engaged independent third party Industry Specific Experts who don’t 

financially benefit from a yes decision. 

 

Good short difference article: 
http://www.investopedia.com/ask/answers/09/difference-
between-investing-speculating.asp 
 
 
Speculation is the act of trading in an asset or conducting a 
financial transaction that has a significant risk of losing most or 
all of the initial outlay with the expectation of a substantial gain. 
http://www.investopedia.com/terms/s/speculation.asp 

A couple came to us to coach them through a business purchase 

(step 1 above – consult a trusted personal support or coach). The 

purchase was from their boss who owned the business and was a 

trusted like-minded friend. The expectation was that the past 

figures, the projected future business and the purchase price would 

all be reasonable given the relationship. On our advice the couple 

engaged a referred professional accountant, finance broker and 

solicitor (step 2 above). Due diligence by the three professionals and 

the coach revealed there were mistakes in the figures, overestimates 

in the projection and therefore the asking price was over a 

reasonable price.  
 

http://www.investopedia.com/ask/answers/09/difference-between-investing-speculating.asp
http://www.investopedia.com/ask/answers/09/difference-between-investing-speculating.asp


 

 

 It is like those who have been in business for 
some time and were assuming they could 
sell the business for their retirement income 
and found that the businesses have now 
little or no value and markets have changed 
 

Having only One Option may be Speculation 

Having options brings contentment. 

Speculation basically means leaving something to chance. Over the last few decades the 

plan for later age that people generally had was to have a target of '$X' piled up through 

superannuation by retirement age, and then live off the income from the pile of dollars. 

These funds have primarily been invested in the share market. For most middle income 

earners this is a now seen as a scary speculation. 

 

GFC – Supers lost overnight – many 
stories 
 
 
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2011-
08-15/kohler-super-guarantee-
battered-by-bad-times/2839244 
 

One BWC client, when their kids left home, sold their home for $825,000 

and bought another for $400,000. After costs they were left with around a 

$400,000 input just from this option. They did not have to downsize as they 

had other options. They just chose this option. 
 
A BWC client, in their 50s, has $2m worth of assets. Their loans should be 

paid down by their mid 60s. Just a 5% return on the assets would provide 

$100,000 income over and above their personal exertion income. They also 

have the option to sell or refinance one or more of the properties. This is just 

another option. 
 

Clients continue to plan to transition from their job or 

business to incomes they enjoy that give them some 

income, enjoyment and keeps their brain ticking. Just 

another option. 
 



 

 

 It can be like heading out on a trip across 
outback Australia without taking spares for 
the vehicle and extra supplies assuming 
nothing will go wrong 

 

Speculative Decision Is Not Confined To Finances 

Making quick decisions, either without information or ignoring information, is 

speculation. Speculation is basically making a decision without sufficient knowledge and 

understanding of the consequences, just hoping things will turn out well. 
 

Example of steps to follow about 
business – not following a plan like 
this is to speculate that everything 
has been thought trough before 
starting. 
https://www.forbes.com/sites/marti
nzwilling/2015/03/31/10-paths-
which-often-lead-to-early-business-
failure/#599dc19212cd 

Mature age people sell their house in their fifties or sixties and go back to 

renting because they are tired of paying a mortgage. Initially it feels better 

because they do not have rates and other bills to pay and they have some 

cash. Over time the rents escalate and the cash diminishes and they see a 

difficult future coming. 

Often the reverse happens, particularly at a younger age where people move 

too quickly into more and more debt that they cannot sustain. 

And of course the big one is making a quick decision when the only person 

giving you information is the person trying to sell you something or 

influence you to their point of view. 

Many individuals and couples in their late forties to their sixties had paid off 

their home, however had not invested except for superannuation. 'Pay off 

the home and live off the old age pension or Superannuation' was all they 

knew. While it is not too late, time has been lost for a gradual and 

progressive path to financial freedom. 

 



 

 

 It would be like heading into the jungle with 
a guide and finding out he was really a thief 
and leading you into trouble 

Speculators Anonymous: Unfortunately we cannot trust the community at 
large any longer 

There was a time when a solicitor, accountant, teacher, banker, policeman 
were a sign of trust . Unfortunately there are now the good bad and ugly in 
all areas of life. Speculating by picking an unknown to advise us in areas of 
life can have horrendous consequences  

 

David Schaeffer -  
Speculators Anonymous 

 

Chris and Heather fell heavily during the 1990 recession not 
because of the recession but their lack of planning leading into 
it. 
 
Often the Eagle and Peacock behavioural personalities drive into 

their 'passion' projects without considering the consequence of 

these projects on other topics.  
 
Conversely, the Owl and Dove behavioural personalities often delay 

projects because their 'today' is OK and the actions that are required 

to be taken to complete the project will take them out of their 

comfort zone. 
 
 



 

 

 It is like the gambler who has early success 
and bets bigger and more often and 
continues loosing waiting for the big win to 
get them out of trouble 
 
After early success in a small property 
development people of go bigger and bigger 
until they loose everything, often through 
one deal gone wrong 
 

The Danger Of Early Success through speculating 

As we take short cuts through risk to speed up the process of life our speculative 

decisions cause the highs and lows. If the highs come early we generally get complacent 

and continue to take high risks loosing all. 
 

The wise have a developed perspective of life yet to 
be lived, the consequences of current decisions are 
thought through and considered so as to build a life 
not destroy one.  
– Phillip Baker. 

 

"if it looks too good to be true, it probably is too 

good to be true” 
 
 

many Real Life Stories of clients who have fallen to 

these relationship speculations in the past and have 

now learnt to invest into developing their 

relationships over time for great results. 
 
Many clients who have come to the 'Design a 

Decade' program have done a "share trading" 

course.  
 



 

 

 It is like an athlete being injured because 
they did not train well and wanting to play 
on without attending to the injury 
 

Are your current specifics building life or rescuing life 

Is rescuing your past delaying building your future? 

When people start on the 'Design a Decade' program the first 12 weeks of unpacking life 

into the Life Management spreadsheets highlights two aspects of our life:  

1. The specific projects we want to do to build the future;  

2. Projects that are necessary to tidy up what has been neglected. 

 

The wise have a developed perspective of life yet to 
be lived, the consequences of current decisions are 
thought through and considered so as to build a life 
not destroy one.  
Phil Baker 
A Wise Heart: the Forgotten Factor (Phil Baker 

Ministries, 2005) 
 

Often a new client will want to start investing for 

the future or start a business to build income but 

when they are unpacked in the first 12 weeks we 

find that they also need to rescue their debt 

position or their personal relationships. 
 



Sharon Natoli



Pink Sheet 187 – Physical - Nutrients 
 

               Model                                              CONTEXT                          Metaphor 

                

                                    

 
It’s like doing algebra and working out what to 
add or subtract on one side to equal what’s on the 
other side.  
 

 

CONCEPT 

Statement: Add and subtract. 

Explanation: Set targets around the nutritional profile of your products to add and subtract where 

needed. 

  

               Study                                                     CONTENT                          Story  

Mars targets 
 
Lion targets 
 
Unilever nutritional profiling scheme 
 
NPSC – need to meet to make claims therefore 
may need to modify nutritional profile 
 
 
 

Audit and review findings from Mad Mex 
 
Activity: 
Do you have the nutritional profile of your products 
in an easily accessible location/spreadsheet? 
Do you understand where there are ‘red flags’? 
Do you know where your strengths are? 
Where would you like to be in 12 months time? 

 



Pink Sheet 188 – Physical - Ingredients 
 

               Model                                              CONTEXT                          Metaphor 

                

                                    

 
It’s like modifying a recipe to suit your taste.  
 

 

CONCEPT 

Statement: Review the recipe. 

Explanation: Understand ingredients and additives of concern and plan a renovation. 

  

               Study                                                     CONTENT                          Story  

Trends - what’s in it as important as nutrients 
 
Transparency as driver – Deloitte 2016 
 
 
 

Quote from client regarding they know what’s 
healthy i.e. buy stuff that only has one ingredient. 
If it has more than 1 ingredient and I can’t 
pronounce all the ingredients then it’s no good for 
me.  
 
Activity: 
Do you have the nutritional profile of your products 
in an easily accessible location/spreadsheet? 
Do you understand where there are ‘red flags’? 
Do you know where your strengths are? 
Where would you like to be in 12 months time? 

 



Pink Sheet 189 – Physical -  reassurance 
 

 

               Model                                              CONTEXT                          Metaphor 

                

                                    

 
It’s like spraying disinfectant on your kitchen 
surfaces – it gives you confidence you’ve kept the 
germs away. 
 

 

CONCEPT 

Statement: Know what’s in it and what’s not. 

Explanation: Be clear on the allergens, additives and substances of concern and adjust accordingly. 

  

               Study                                                     CONTENT                          Story  

 
Deloitte Consumer Values – rising interest in 
‘safety’ related to allergens, carcinogenic 
substances etc. 
 
FUD – fear, uncertainty and doubt 
 
Frozen fruit scare 
 
Infant formula scare 
 
 

Soy sauce story – free from C#POB2YD 
 
Activity: 
What are the ingredients in your products you 
know could be of risk? 
What guidelines could you have in these areas? 
 

 



Pink Sheet 190 – Social - Communicate 
 

               Model                                              CONTEXT                          Metaphor 

                

                                    

 
It’s like expecting someone to read your mind. 
 

 

CONCEPT 

Statement: Communicate to create connection. 

Explanation: Forming connections through your communications will create brand meaning. 

  

               Study                                                     CONTENT                          Story  

 
Havaas Meaningful brands research 84% of 
people expect brands to produce content. Yet 
60% of all content created by brands is poor, 
irrelevant or fails to deliver. 
http://www.meaningful-brands.com/en  
 

Inside Health feedback but no change by the 
marketing team. 
 
Activity: 
Consider your communications – could they be 
more meaningful? 
If so, how? 
What structure do you need in place to ensure this 
becomes regular? 

 

http://www.meaningful-brands.com/en


Pink Sheet 191 – Social -  Educate 
 

               Model                                              CONTEXT                          Metaphor 

                

                                    

 
It’s like being a teacher – you gain respect and 
repetitive contact through sharing your 
knowledge. 
 

 

CONCEPT 

Statement: Be the expert. 

Explanation: Understand your expertise and educate accordingly. 

  

               Study                                                     CONTENT                          Story  

 
Danone awareness campaign using internal 
experts. 
 
Bunnings workshops 
 
Brasserie bread baking classes  
 

Return clients to FNA. 
 
Activity: 
What are you experts in? 
How could you educate in this area? 
What type of activities could you initiate? 
 

 



Pink Sheet 192 – Social - Enhance 
 

               Model                                              CONTEXT                          Metaphor 

                

                                    

 
It’s like having a new girlfriend/boyfriend and 
wanting to impress. 
 

 

CONCEPT 

Statement: Go out of your way. 

Explanation: Enhance your customers lives by going beyond their expectations. 

  

               Study                                                     CONTENT                          Story  

 
Caring 
 
Customer service research 
 

Visiting Myer – no care for customer service vs 
Apple – don’t buy this one there’s a new one 
coming out in 2 months time. 
 
Activity: 
What can you do to go over and above 
expectations? 

 



Pink Sheet 193 – Cultural - Balance 
 

               Model                                              CONTEXT                          Metaphor 

                

                                    

 
It’s like trying to please everyone but ending up 
pleasing no-one. 
 

 

CONCEPT 

Statement: You can’t please them all. 

Explanation: Decide what best represents you and do that. 

  

               Study                                                     CONTENT                          Story  

 
Too much choice makes it harder to choose. 
The Paradox of Choice by Barry Schwarz 
 
From The ONE Thing by Gary Kellar and Jay 
Papasan – also the concept of focusing on one 
thing makes you more successful 
Tom Peters Brand You – the path to excellence 
is to quit all non-excellent stuff. 
 

Steve Jobs - Focusing is about saying no. 
 
Activity: 
Do you have products in your portfolio that aren’t 
really ‘you’? 
How much choice do you provide?  Is this enough, 
too much, too little?  If too much, what is the non-
excellent stuff you can get rid of? 

 



Pink Sheet 182 – Cultural - Capability 
 

               Model                                              CONTEXT                          Metaphor 

                

                                    

 
It’s like learning the jive when you’re 90 years old. 
 

 

CONCEPT 

Statement: Balance your dreams with reality. 

Explanation: You can only do what you are capable of. Otherwise expand your capabilities. 

  

               Study                                                     CONTENT                          Story  

 
Product failures. 
Harley Davidson perfume and cologne. 
Colgate frozen meals 
 
Sweden’s museum of failure 
 

Swimming laps – learnt with time but not making 
the Olympics! 
 
Activity: 
What are your core capabilities? 
How can you make the most of these? 
Do you have any products that sit outside your core 
of expertise? 

 



Pink Sheet 195 – Cultural - History 
 

               Model                                              CONTEXT                          Metaphor 

                

                                    

 
It’s like going back home after being away for 
months. 
 

 

CONCEPT 

Statement: Ask where you came from. 

Explanation: Look at your history and draw on your uniqueness. 

  

               Study                                                     CONTENT                          Story  

 
Millenials having greater exposure to global 
flavours and symbols so they 'appreciate brands 
that genuinely honour cultural heritage'. 
One Note Authenticity tab. 
 
UNESCO world heritage listing of the Med diet. 
 
Pervasive research 
 

Nathan gives his heart and sole (Newtown 
cobbler). 
 
Activity: 
Consider where your business started. What 
elements of your heritage provide you with 
grounds on which to speak about your expertise. 
What do you believe in as a result of this history? 

 



Pink Sheet 196 – Environment - Consumption 
 

               Model                                              CONTEXT                          Metaphor 

                

                                    

 
It’s like a kid in candy store. You need to exercise 
some restraint or you could regret it. 
 

 

CONCEPT 

Statement: With great power comes great responsibility. 

Explanation: Reign in your tendency to promote over-consumption. 

  

               Study                                                     CONTENT                          Story  

 
Evolving global consciousness – excessive to 
intentional (contrast frame). 
Government looking at how to control portions 
– Healthy Food Partnership initiative. 
Government food waste initiatives.  
Food waste in general +++ growth in concern – 
UNSDG’s etc. 
 

Becoming more intentional with own 
consumption. Buying nothing new month. 
 
Activity: 
Are there areas in your marketing and 
communication that promote and encourage over-
consumption? 
What changes could you make? 

 



Pink Sheet 197 – Environment – Packaging 
 

               Model                                              CONTEXT                          Metaphor 

                

                                    

 
It’s like wrapping Xmas presents with recycled 
paper or newspaper. 
 

 

CONCEPT 

Statement: What’s around it counts. 

Explanation: While the product matters more than the packaging, the packaging also counts. 

  

               Study                                                     CONTENT                          Story  

 
Subway/Harris Farm/Coles/WW and plastic 
bags 
Light weight plastic drink bottles 
Coffee cup reduction initiatives  
Nude Food Day 

Skinless bananas wrapped in plastic. 
 
Activity: 
Consider the packaging you use.  Could it be 
reduced, lightened, reviewed? 
If you give out carrier bags or containers, what can 
you do to lighten up? 

 



Pink Sheet 198 – Environmental - Production 
 

               Model                                              CONTEXT                          Metaphor 

                

                                    

 
It’s like following a well worn path and not 
questioning if it’s the most efficient way to go. 
 

 

CONCEPT 

Statement: Trace the pathway. 

Explanation: Understand the production system and seek out points for savings and differentiation. 

  

               Study                                                     CONTENT                          Story  

 
Link to food system – PS179 
 
Research on environmental commitments by 
food businesses around production. 
 
Mars Sustainable in a Generation elements 
around production. 
 
Barilla Sustainability  
 
UN SDGs around responsible production 
 
 

Following google maps and taking the long way. 
 
Activity: 
Does your team understand the system behind the 
production of your products? 
Who could provide education in this area? 
Are there initiatives you could put in place or 
actions you could take to seek out further 
clarification? 

 



The rest!
Enjoy the remainder of this pink sheet compilation.



CONTEX T

CONCEPT

CONTENT

Explanation

Statement

Study Story

Model Metaphor

Corrinne Armour: Leading Change that Sticks
PINK SHEET EXAMPLE

Knowing your change profile to lead change that sticks

Pied Piper knowing which 
notes to play

Your attitude determines the success of a change initiative. 
As a leader, knowing your change profile is the key to 
leading change that sticks.

Case Study: 
Michael and printers

Dr Suess:
North and South Going Zacs

high (clear)

activeExecution

Motivation
UNSUSTAINABLE

CHANGE
change that won’t stick

STAGNATION
no change

SUSTAINABLE
CHANGE

change that sticks

DISCUSSION

focussed action

diagnose
& develop

idea generation

low (unclear)

inactive



MODEL

›
>

>

Processing

Prioritising

Planning

INPUTSð OUTCOMESñ

ACTIONSò

Dermot Crowley: Personal Productivity 
PINK SHEET EXAMPLE



CONTEX T

CONCEPT

CONTENT

Explanation

Statement

Study Story

Model Metaphor

Explanation

Statement Commit to finish
True Believers not only get started but they also get the job done! 
They have so much belief, courage and resilience — so much 
conviction aligned to their values that they almost don’t waver. 
These people know their true north and they commit to finish.

Christina Guidotti: Commit to Finish
PINK SHEET EXAMPLE

Commitment to finish is like a dance.
The dance partner may change – keep dancing!
The audience may change – keep dancing!
The venue may change – keep dancing!
It’s ok to dance on your own – keep dancing!

EG 1:
1. WHO - Taking Responsibility - DECISION
2. WHY – Finding Clarity – DIRECTION
3. WHAT – Making Choices – DIRECTION
4. HOW – Driving Productivity – DISCIPLINE
5. BIG WHY – Discovering Purpose 
            – DESTINATION

EG 2:
1. The quality of life is going down… World 
Health Org statistics – “By 2020 Mental 
illness..”
2. 65% of mothers with dependent children 
are in the paid work force, and many are 
pulled physically, psychologically, 
emotionally, and financially.

EG 3:
Personal Stories:
1. In Real Estate – high 
achievement but not fulfilled
2. Personal cringe is excuses – 
we need an excuse radar.

(who)
no excuses

(how)
do what matters

(why, then what)

discipline direction

RESPONSIBILITY

decision

clear focus
CLARITY

PRODUCTIVITY



CONTENTStudy Story

CONTEX T

CONCEPT

Explanation

Statement

Model Metaphor

Glenn Tranter: Positive attitude and focussed actions
101 PINK SHEETS

A positive attitude and focused action helps to get us through challenging times at work

At times work can be challenging – how we react underpins whether we’re 
successful or sabotage the opportunity for success

It’s like the power of positive 
response to “How are you
doing” – 

“not bad” versus “good thanks”

• According to a Stanford 
Research Institute study, the 
path to success is comprised of 
88% attitude and only 12% 
education

• http://thoughtcatalog.com/ 
jeanne- sanpascual/ 
2015/02/why-attitude-is-the- 
mostimportant-thing-in-succes
s/

• Work

 Deep end story (especially 
when younger) so many 
opportunities to do things I 
had no experience in

 SSA - took on too much & 
recovery story

 First year in business story

• Michael Jordan cut from High 
School basketball time

• Simon Sinek quote: “You don't 
hire for skills, you hire for attitude”

Success

Focussed Actions

Positive Actions

• Pressure within a Basketball game

 30 second shot clock

 End of game & your team is down 
by 1 – do you take the shot?

 Brave enough to make it & brave 
enough to miss it

• Chunk down initiatives, goals, targets 
etc into specific actions

• How do you run a marathon – 1 step at 
a time

• Christian Schwaerzler story of 140+kg 
to becoming an Iron Man
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CONCEPT
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Statement

Study Story

Model Metaphor

Fair

FORNOT

WITHTO

Firm

› Lazy
› D�ençÚd

› Weak
› Perm�sive

› Auth	�arian
› Pun�ive

› Auth	�ative
› Ùs�ctful

Adam Voigt: Great Teaching 
PINK SHEET EXAMPLE

It’s like Óèsing �twÏn 
F�h & ßips. 

�e truth � that yé don’t 
have � - and in fact �’s far 
�ôer � combi� t� two.

If we remem�r ²r �Ê �aÓers, �’s likely t�y 
were both. �ey didn’t sacrÞi� o� f	 t� ot�r, 
	 default. �ey w	ked � maxim�e FIRMNESS 
and FAIRNESS.

Great �aÓing � �²t �ing FIRM and FAIR.

My own defaults and 
ex�rien�s:

› YeÐing at Year 3s
› MaÁ Gunt�r
› FCCC Ty�b

�mon Lew� resear± on 
D�cuÑion v. Pun�hment 
in �rms � d�traction, 
relationship and 
÷Þication.



CONTEX T

CONCEPT

CONTENT

Explanation

Statement

Study Story

Model Metaphor

1.   Teach with intent

2.  Implement with 
rigour

3.  Assess to rewire 
and sustain

» Training in ��ation 
doesn’t crea¬ ÓanÚ

» GM w	king at N²s 
eg. CSA cµe udy

» ùow - Csiúzentmih©yi 
description

» S�ven �vey: üedback caden�
» Push/PuÐ êden� at t� same 

time
» “�anú f	 t� üedback” bèk 

- �ed both �ve and re�ive

Georgia Murch: Feedback Flow
PINK SHEET EXAMPLE

Geôing in� y²r åedback 
flow � like dancing w�h 2 
ået. It’s t� only way.

If yé want y²r culture � suain �seÌ yé �ed 
� crea¬ a “flow” w�re � �comes �s own 
r´�ution. It’s w�re cap���y mÏts motiÕtion.

It’s time � fix åedback.

Tea± Implement

AÑeÒFEEDBACK
FLOW



CONTENTStudy Story
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Explanation

Statement

Model Metaphor

Colin Ellis: We Need To Put A Heart Into Project Management
101 PINK SHEETS

Projects start and end with “why?”

Projects should start with a clear understanding of why something is needed and 
PMs need to ensure that this is articulated well at the start. When handing the 
project over, the PM needs to ensure that the “why?” is achievable based on what’s 
been built.

Agility

Ability Stability

Culture Methods

Leadership

It’s like booking a holiday, then 
remembering why you booked it 
when you get there.

2005 survey by KPMG showed that only 
2% of the 600 public and private sector 
organisations that they interviewed 
achieve benefits consistently whilst 86% 
of those organisations lost 25% of the 
value of their target benefits.

Projects are about ensuring that the 
customer gets wet they need in order to 
transform their business.

How everyone says that “no-one 
is good at getting benefits” as a 
cop out for not doing the work 
before, during, and after.

To see benefits realised is to see 
that you’ve made a difference.

LSWDG example of benefit 
realisation.

Projects are generally driven by a need to 
realise specific benefits through structured 
change. Benefits management and 
realisation seeks to move forward from the 
traditional investment appraisal approach 
and focus on the active planning of how 
benefits will be realised and measured - 
Gartner Measuring Benefits Realisation 
Should Be Integral to Any Healthcare 
System (2013)



CONTENTStudy Story

CONTEX T
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Model Metaphor

Julie Hassard: Decipher. Discussing dying is difficult
101 PINK SHEETS

Silence makes the sorrow last longer

Talking about dying can be daunting. Not talking about dying leaves unfinished 
business, confusion, distress and regret. 

Considering life without considering 
death is like an unfinished jigsaw. It’s 
not complete until all the pieces are 
in place.

Ignoring the inevitable means missing opportunities for sharing 
treasured moments that may never return.

Conversations build important connections with the people we love, 
and the people we care about. Before it's too late.

‘I wish I’d had the courage to express my feelings’ – one of the 5 top 
regrets of the dying – Bronnie Ware

Conversations about dying start with allowing ourselves to be 
vulnerable. Ref – Brene Brown

90 per cent of Australians say it’s important to talk about their End of 
Life Care wishes, yet less than 30 per cent of people have actually had 
that conversation. (ref ACHR)

Jo’s father-in-law – short 
month prognosis, no 
discussion about death, 
discussion gatekeeper, 
unfinished business.’ 

Son never got to have those 
important discussions, tell him 
how he felt.

Mum – no discussions about 
dying.

Decide

Discover Decipher

More con�dent

More calm

More considered
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Kirryn Zerna: The Trailblazer trajectory
101 PINK SHEETS

Like a propeller - to drive, push, move - to 
become a trailblazer it requires:

•  the right equipment (perceptions and actions), 

•  a central hub or boss (the driver), 

•  and something to resist against. 

TRAILBLAZER

Trapped Traditionalist

Trendsetter

Boss ACTION

PE
RC

EP
TIO

N

Authenticity

Ad
ap

ta
bil

ity

How do you find your place without losing 
yourself? It’s all about perceptions and actions. 

1.Perceptions
To move along the authenticity scale from trend-
setter or trapped to trailblazer you will require a 
transformation in the way you see, both yourself 
and your world. Your perceptions.

2.Actions: 
To move up the adaptable scale from traditionalist 
to trailblazer will require a transformation in the 
things you do. Your actions.

3. What is driving your life?
The model begins to look like a propeller. And the 
centre of the propeller is called a ‘boss’ or a hub. It’s 
what holds it together and drives it. So what is 
ultimately driving your life?

4. Resistance is required
A propeller is a machine that moves you forward 
through a fluid (a liquid or gas) when you turn it. 
We need to be ready for the long game – transi-
tioning through the challenges that actually help 
to propel us.
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Kirryn Zerna: The Trailblazer trajectory
101 PINK SHEETS

The trailblazer trajectory

Becoming a trailblazer is not reserved for the select few. It is available for every-
one. It is the place where you are operating out of your sweet spot. Where you’re 
ready for the future (adaptable) and you are your authentic self (authenticity) and 
you’re here for the long game.

For business: 

Case study about Alibaba Group

•  About Alibaba Group

•  Unpack The perceptions overcame (cultural 
formation)

•  The actions taken

•  The hub – what was their driving force

•  The resistance – what gave them motion?

•  The result

Started in 1999, the Alibaba Group initially focused 
on building a B2B website for small Chinese 
manufacturers. But in the years since, it has 
expanded its portfolio in many directions. Today 
the group spans 10 businesses and has 
approximately 27,000 employees and more than $8 
billion in revenue. In China’s fast-changing 
e-commerce market, it could not have achieved 
that level of success without constantly retuning 
the enterprise at all levels. The way Alibaba went 
about this suggests a number of guidelines for 
other organizations:

The magical story of success

Story about J.K Rowling and her trajectory as a trailblazer. 

For individuals:

Case study on Talita Estelle – Founder and Director of 
Esther Boutique (also my friend)
•  About Esther
•  Unpack The perceptions she overcame 
•  The actions she took 
•  The hub – what was her driving force
•  The resistance – what gave her motion?
•  The result

Inspired by the Esther story, Talita Estelle launched 
Esther Boutique in 2004 at the age of 19. Which has 
fast become an online clothing company recognised 
in Australia wide and internationally. 

Talita was nominated Female Australian Entrepreneur 
of the Year – Cosmos’ fun and fearless 

Success comes from hard work, self-belief and a solid 
framework of integrity.

Will track down the numbers of sales, facebook, etc.
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Lisa O'Neill: One third of your life doesn't matter!
101 PINK SHEETS

Two thirds of your life doesn’t matter!

One third of your life we love and adore. The people, the things, the clothes, the 
books, the work - everything that we do can be broken down into three groups: 
Things that you love, things that you don’t care too much about and things that 
you do not like at all (or ‘hate’).

If we put all of our love and attention on the third that we find so delicious (the 
likeable third) then our lives will improve. We will have more time, more 
connection and less crap in our homes. lives & schedules.

This goes deeper into our relationships - each person in our lives can be divided 
up into the things that we love about them, the bits we really don’t like about 
them and the bits that we are not bothered about. (neutral). If we focus on the 
bits we love our relationships will improve.

Arriving at business school for the first time…Wardrobe stylist

Partners Traits

Feng Shui - Clutter in Home

I love  

you

I don’t  
care about 

you

I Don’t like 

you

Remove this

Cherish thisDon't waste 
time on this

The Lickable third

Like a lemon!

1/3 of a lemon is skin and it does not bother us.

1/3 is the juicy nutritious flesh that we love and

1/3 is the pips that piss us off.
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OUTWARDS SIDEWAYS

Values Growth

Empathy

INWARDS

Lisa Renn: Pay it sideways, inwards and outwards
101 PINK SHEETS

Pay it forward AND be true to yourself

A great manager of people is as much in touch with themselves as the team they 
lead. Understanding limitations, sharing learnings (failures) is about confident 
leadership.  If you don’t have to ‘be’ someone else at work cf with home you are 
acting more in line with your values of how you like to treat people. (increased 
congruence and decreased internal stress)When a person helps others it acts as a 
stress relief and a feel good buzz. This also flows on to more connected and 
satisfied staff and improved customer service

Story: Mark feeling like they are nice guys 
but also feeling like they needed to ‘tell off’ 
staff who weren’t performing. I don’t like 
who I’m becoming

Story- me being impatient in car and not 
wanting my kids to do that.

Story/research: kids in India- practising 
gratitude, helping others

Study 2013 Poulin, Brown et al. 
University of Buffalo NY Dept of psych. 
Oxytocin is increased when you seek 
support or when you help someone 
else. A human connection – caring 
created resiliance.

It’s like a sun shower without the rainbow.

It’s like parenting where sometimes you expect 
your kids to do as you say, not as you do.

Story – me driving.
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OUTWARDS SIDEWAYS

Values Growth

Empathy

INWARDS

STEPS

INWARDS

Be true to yourself – live to your values. 

•  Look after your own personal dev

•  How would you like your kids to act?

•  How would you expect to be treated?

OUTWARDS

Helping others improves you own health 
(study- re gratitude, human connection 
= increases oxytocin

SIDEWAYS

Thinking of humanity

Pay it forward

How does what I do impact the people 
beside me?

Quote: ‘If serving is beneath you, 
leadership is beyond you’

INTERSECTIONS

Values:

Acting in line with

Activity: ACT/MI Q’s and activity

Empathy:

Refer to pink sheets

Growth:

“Seek meaning instead of 
avoiding discomfort’ Kelly 
McGonigal

Get used to growth feeling 
uncomfortable (Brene` Brown)

Internal fire wall and pink sheet 
on coaching

INWARDS

OUTWARDS

SIDEWAYS

Lisa Renn: Pay it sideways, inwards and outwards
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Lisa Renn: Growth or groan 
101 PINK SHEETS

Feedback: Growth or Groan?

The way you give feedback on staff performance determines whether you will achieve 
the increased performance you desire of just get a continuation of poor performance 
or outright defiance. Giving feedback requires empathy but also confidence in your 
softer approach. Without confidence your softer style may be perceived a weakness or 
uncertainty. But too much force and no consideration for what may be going on for 
the other person will just further widen the Us and them gap.

My performance appraisal- link with 
school teaching and the idea of not 
rewarding expected behaviour – perhaps I 
took this too literally and didn’t recognise 
expected behaviour that was not typical of 
the student- even if it was what I expected.

Finkelstein article (link in obligation/ 
honour blog)

Only 2% of companies surveyed 
provided feedback.

Research re acting on feedback only 30% 
of the time so it’s important how it’s 
given if you want a change in behaviour.

It’s like the difference between 
the ugly step sisters and the 
fairy god mother just don’t be 
the pumpkin (there one minute 
and not the next=unreliable) 
Who got the greatest change in 
Cinderella’s behaviour?

DONE

Derision Doubt

Division

Uncertain

Con�dent

Discipline Empathy

Division
•  Make a connection
•  Share a failure
•  Convey mission

Derision
•  Make a connection
•  Know processes
•  Convey mission

Doubt
•  First sale is to yourself (have con�dence)
•  Learn Processes
•  Convey mission
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OUTWARDS SIDEWAYS

Values Growth

Empathy

INWARDS

STEPS

INWARDS

Be true to yourself – live to your values. 

•  Look after your own personal dev

•  How would you like your kids to act?

•  How would you expect to be treated?

OUTWARDS

Helping others improves you own health 
(study- re gratitude, human connection 
= increases oxytocin

SIDEWAYS

Thinking of humanity

Pay it forward

How does what I do impact the people 
beside me?

Quote: ‘If serving is beneath you, 
leadership is beyond you’

INTERSECTIONS

Values:

Acting in line with

Activity: ACT/MI Q’s and activity

Empathy:

Refer to pink sheets

Growth:

“Seek meaning instead of 
avoiding discomfort’ Kelly 
McGonigal

Get used to growth feeling 
uncomfortable (Brene` Brown)

Internal fire wall and pink sheet 
on coaching

INWARDS

OUTWARDS

SIDEWAYS

Lisa Renn: Pay it sideways, inwards and outwards
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Maree Burgess: The 3 whys
101 PINK SHEETS

By understanding the ‘why’ and the deep reasons for wanting a promotion means 
that a direction can become clear to achieve that.

Often people say they want something without understanding the deep reason for 
wanting that. Learning what those deep reasons are can often create the urgency to 
achieve it OR discover a new direction.

Example: Taking a client to an 
area of speechlessness when 
he realised he was doing 
what he was doing out of 
sense of guilt – which meant 
he could release that and 
focus on where he wanted to 
get to.

Understand the deep first 
level reason/belief for 
wanting something

It’s like seeing the lights come 
on when something suddenly 
becomes clear

Purposeful

Foolhardy Fraudulent

Challenged

Con�dence

Ability

Questioning exercise using 
‘for what purpose’ – keep 
asking the question and 
drilling down
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No self awareness
No awareness of 
others
Sort by self
Or sort by others

Maree Burgess: Self Awareness
101 PINK SHEETS

Increasing self awareness helps you to identify your strengths and weaknesses which 
in turn leads to an ability to continue to grow and develop.

Low confidence is often created from a person’s lack of self-‐awareness. The more 
aware we are of ourselves: our strengths; our weaknesses; and our impact on others, 
the more opportunity /flexibility we have to change.

Stats from GENOS or EQ 
around improving self 
awareness 

MBTI assessment Genos 
assessment

Becoming clear sighted 
(perhaps new glasses) after 
having blurry vision for years. 
Suddenly things become clear 
and you have a different 
perspective 

Behavioural
Flexibility

Second
Guessing

A yes person

Self-centred

Self awareness

Awareness
of others

Strengths inventory Johari 
window

Low awareness
of others

Low self awareness

Johari Window
Ladder of inference
Perceptual positions
GENOS
MBTI

Aware of self and 
aware of others
Able to step nto others 
shoes and see where 
they are - perceptual 
positions

Low awareness of self
High awareness of others

A yes Person
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Maree McPherson: Big fish swimming out of the small pond
101 PINK SHEETS

Early and mid-career regional professionals especially women can be risk averse in 
their careers and may risk only aspiring to be “a big fish in the small pond”

Having the courage to undertake a diverse range of career experiences in different 
locations and outside of societal “norms” can lead to valuable, career and life-making 
opportunities.

www.levo.com/articles/career-advice/one-fish-
two-fish-small-fish-big-fish “There are advantages 
to every pond size.” Bethany Miller

www.inc.com/issie-lapowsky/malcolm-gladwell-
start-as-a-big-fish.html Malcolm Gladwell

http://lifehacker.com/diversify-your-skills-to-
find-your-value-and-build-a-be-1708814777 
Trent Hamm

Swimming out of the small 
pond might mean you are a 
smaller fish for a while but you 
get to swim in some incredible 
places – take the “dive” of faith

Perceived
Risk/Fear Experience

and Value

“Pond life” is interesting on many levels.

Interviews with people who have taken the risk 
reveal their enhanced experiences have led to 
better careers, more satisfying lives and broader 
horizons. There’s a recipe for success in surviving 
the swim.

I swam out of the small pond. I can help you / your 
high potentials think beyond professional and 
geographic boundaries.
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Margot Andersen: Repatriation is about reconnection
101 PINK SHEETS

Repatriation is about reconnection

At the heart of repatriation is reconnection. Reconnecting to people, places, ways of life and 
ways of doing business. 

For individuals who have lived abroad for extended periods of time, reconnecting proves to 
be a major challenge for both themselves, their families and the organisations they work for. 
With the focus of relocation support typically not extending beyond the physical and financial 
zones the result is disconnection. Disconnection from careers, businesses and individual self.

When support is extended to all 6 zones we help individuals readjust and re-engage with 
greater confidence, clarity and purpose. Understanding what it takes to belong allows 
individuals to arrive home ready to do their best work and organisations benefiting from 
higher retention of talent, engagement and performance. 

Industry statistics suggest 24% of repatriates 
leave their organisation within 12 months of 
arriving home. A further 30% leave between their 
first and second year of return. 
- Brookfield 2015 Global Mobility Trends
- EY Talent in Motion Report
- PWC Talent Mobility 2020 and beyond

Relocating ‘home’ after living abroad is 
all about reconnection.

All too often it feels like you are trying 
to connect an old appliance with a 
foreign plug back into an Australian 
socket…. It doesn’t fit! 

Individual – own personal story and collected 
stories of other Australian business leaders who 
have previously navigated the journey 

Organisations – RIO Tinto, PWC - statistics of 
departure and anecdotal stories of challenges 
faced

Physical

Emotional Financial

Social Business

Career

6 Zones of
Repatriation
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PINK SHEET 8
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Mark Truelson: Pink Sheets 10-17 (The NOT GOT Series)
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PINK SHEET 17
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www.w©la�jniÓ�s.	g/1}/¤|-mind.html

Bl| Mind co�ects t� dots: �uroscien� and 
p[Ó�ogy, nature and conserÕtion, art and scien�, 
poetry and practi� in pr�²ndly imp	tant �w ways. 
�e result � an emer�ng, exc�ing, fµt-growing �w 
field NeuroconserÕtion. W�h �w resear± and m	e 
d�c¿eries �²t "¤| spa�" yet � come.

And f	 busi�Ò
hôp://know�dÚ.insead.edu/ra�gy/
ei»t-key-points-�-¤|-o�an-ra�gy-3959

As ²r consci²s�Ò � ra�ed we are returning � 
eating locã, seµonã pr�u�, reducing transp	t 
and e�rgy cos and increµing �©th and 
�t©�y.Bl| Mind S�ries – co�ecting � wa�r 

Bi�o�Ê E.O. W�son wr�es that humans ´�ved w�h 
a Ú�tic pred�pos�ion f	 nature whi± � c©ls 
“bioph�ia” and w�h that comes an “i�a¬ aôraction 
� wa�r, d�tant �ews and lush veÚtation.”

hôp://Ú�tics�desi`.com/2015/08/20/t�-prim©
-�a-why-we-crave-wa�r-�ews/

Deb Lange: Evolution to Rhythmic Wisdom

music harmonies, 	 waves � e�rgy in 
nature 	 t� wh©e song using t� 
wind, waves and voi� � coºunica¬ 
acroÒ t� o�an, t� buôerflies migra¬, 
t� se©s migra¬, wh©es m¿e w�h t� 
seµons, 	 humans cra�ng wa�r �ews 
bµed on ²r pred�pos�ion f	 nature 

As we ��n � sÏ, w	k and ex�rien� t� w	ld µ an 
in�r-co�ec�d [em, we are d´eloping ²r capac�ies � tu� 
in� a rhythmic w�dom that � in�rent in ²r co�ection w�h t� 
earth and t� seµons. Rhythmic w�dom � in [nÓronic�y w�h 
t� laws � nature. Rhythmic w�dom pays aôention � ²r 
pre-d�pos�ion � co�ect w�h nature.

Rhythmic w�dom w�l expand ²r capac�y � crea¬ �w s�utions 

Li�ar 
Inf	mation

Syemic 
Know�dÚ

Intu�ive
W�dom

Rhythmic
W�dom

Sing� un�s � data

Making �w linkaÚs f	 
sense making

Sensing unsÏn paôerns in 
comp�x�y

Intu�ing a flow w�h t� 
natur© laws � t� universe
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  Ùflect &
Learn

  Adapt &
Ùspond

 M¿e &
Voi�

PLAY NOTICE

SENSE

  DISCOVER & 
CREATE

It � like t� art�t who respon¼ 
� t� li»t, mèd, e�rgy, 
ÓanÚs, in�reÊ, empathy, and 
crea�s in t� moment -  

�e art�t, t� ja@ musician

�e BeÊ CEO in America, a y²ng 
m���iã, creating a �w playbèk. 

Ílo�e, “Gl�ã Human Tren¼ 2015”, 
T�ay’s Ó©�nÚs require a �w 
playbèk—o� that makes HR m	e a��, 
f	ward thinking, and b�der in �s 
s�utions. 

îeati�ty flows during and a=r 
impr¿�ed In�rPlay f	ms. 
Participants responses a=r 
ex�riencing In�rPlay pro�Ñes 
are how mu± eµe, creati�ty and 
insi»t t�y çin thr²É ��ng 
t�mselves t� �Ïdom � play.

Deb Lange: A New PlayBook

J²r�y To W�dom, Truth, 
�ngrØn�, TruÊ, 
Intu�ion

In d�ruptive times w�re t� ru�s � contr�, predict���y and 
	der don’t w	k, we �ed � �come sk��d at t� art � impr¿�ation. 
Being sk��d in impr¿�ing, means �ing �� � � �Ï and play 
rat�r than �ing contr<ed. We �ed a �w “playbèk” rat�r than a 
ru� bèk � crea¬ both eµe and gra� in lÞe and � Ú�ra¬ �w ideµ 
f	 d�-ruptive times. 

Play � at t� �art � ÓanÚ in d�ruptive times.
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Ùsponsi¤�yMeaning

;íency

Ex�ctation

Emotion R�es
ID

It’s like a �uÉ mu¾er c²rse 

Unpack t� m�el.

Stats on t� m�lions � women who f	+ 
t�ir carÏrs �cause t�y don't µk!

Stats on reÒ and depreÑion 

In�r�ews w�h ¤ack �lts and ot�r 
su¶eÑful women

My mot�r in law 	y

Elise Sullivan: Tuff Muddas

As a th²»t �ader, t� path � ¤ack �lt f	 
mot�r’s � ��n m	e like a ‘�uÉ mu¾er’ 
c²rse.  Pat�d w�h unre©�tic ex�ctations 
imposed by ²r Ó�dren, husban¼, parents - 
and ‘in-laws.  �ey want t� �Ê f	 us (and 
t�m!), whi± � defi�d, inÕri�ly by t�ir’ 
�Ê.  �ey may not underand t� �ady 
�i»ts that y²r are µpiring � and t� e$	t 
that yé w�l �ed � coº� � rea± t� 

TUFF MUDDAs  – t� th²»t �ading mot�rs
pi�a�e � y²r su¶eÒ.  �ey ÷Ê sÏ t�ir 
iºedia¬ �e¼ not �ing met.  �²»t 
�adership � a lÞe ·ur�y � seÌ-su$iciency 
and actu©�ation that sh²ld not � sacrÞi�d 
on ©�r � sh	t-�rm gratÞication - ´en � 
those yé l¿e.  �e firÊ ep in t� la¾er � 
¤ack �lt � ‘decide’.  4r TUFF MUDDAs – 
th� means deciding who yé want � � and 
defining y²r µpirations.
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CAPACITY

E�rgy

He©th Suain���y

SeÌ-êre
(E�rgy)

SeÌ-
ManaÚment

(Pri	�ies)

SeÌ-Ùs�ct
(V©Øs)

It ’s like a �aky bucket.
Every bucket hµ an optimum capac�y whiÓ � 
si`ÞicanËy lim�ed Þ t�re are any h�es causing 
wha�ver � contai�d w�hin � � �ak ²t. �� 
causes m6	 wµtaÚ and �uration f	 anyo� 
sÏking � use t� contai�r. Our seÌ-�adership 
capac�y � ©ways lim�ed by ²r lack � 
seÌ-res�ct, seÌ-care and seÌ-manaÚment. 

Pos�io�d w�h 
CAPACITY f	 
InflØn�

Underpi�ed by 
CHARACTER ATTRIBUTES 
suÓ µ DISCIPLINE

A udy pu¤��d in t� J²rnã � P[Ó�ogy. 
ÙsearÓers udied ¿er 1Æ0 employÏs and 
d�c¿ered t� d7eren� �twÏn t� ways t�y 
responded � a pr��m comes down � 
seÌ-e$icacy.

SeÌ-e$icacy � m	e likely � � rong w�n a 
�rson hµ �en cons��nËy bu�ding d�cipli�s 
in� t�ir lÞe that promo¬ seÌ-�adership. 

Over many years � w	king w�h seni	 �aders I’ve 
noti�d that o� � t� c	e qu©�ies � �aders who 
have �en su¶eÑful ¿er 30+ years � that t�y 
are very secure in t�ir sp�re. �ey have �ar�d 
how � conqØr (	 manaÚ) t�ir åars and 
insecur�ies, t�y know how � focus, t�y �ve and 
coºand res�ct, t�y do not su$er fèls, and t�y 
have �ar�d t�y Út furt�r by empowering t� 
�op� ar²nd t�m. AÐ � th� comes �om t� 
simp� fact that t�y res�ct t�mselves. 

John Drury: Self Leadership - Congruence

Li�ng congrØnËy w�h y²r ÕlØs = seÌ-res�ct
Li�ng congrØnËy w�h y²r natur© lÞe rhythms = seÌ-care
Li�ng congrØnËy w�h y²r pri	�ies = seÌ-manaÚment

“�e mo pr�uctive �op� in t� w	ld manaÚ t�ir e�rgy, 
not ÷ t�ir time” ~ Jo Muir�ad

êpac�y increµes 	 decreµes relative � li�ng congrØnËy 
w�h y²r ÕlØs, lÞe rhythms and pri	�ies. 
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CAPACITY

E�rgy

He©th Suain���y

SeÌ-êre
SeÌ-

ManaÚment

SeÌ-Ùs�ct

It ’s like an a®�.
�e ²tside may lèk shiny, ÷icy and edi¤e. 
Ãen b�en in� y² want t� flesh and t� c	e 
� t� a®� � ©so � �©thy. If t� c	e � 
roôen t�n no maôer how +� t� a®� lèú � 
w�l �ave anyo� who ex�rien�s � w�h a s²r 
tµ� (and may� a w	m) in t�ir m²th.  

Pos�io�d w�h 
CAPACITY f	 
InflØn�

Underpi�ed by 
CHARACTER ATTRIBUTES 
suÓ µ DISCIPLINE

In a udy pu¤��d in t� J²rnã � P[Ó�ogy, 
EmployÏs hiÉ in seÌ-e$icacy ålt t�y had grea�r 
contr� ¿er t�ir en�ronment. �ey have en²É 
fa�h in t�ir ���ies � know t�y c²ld ¿ercome 
t� pr��m. Actu©ly, t�y did not ´en sÏ 
pr��ms µ pr��ms, but µ motiÕting Ó©�nÚs.  
�� wµ es�ci©ly t� cµe Þ t�y �li´ed t� 
ex�rien� c²ld �a± t�m something Õlu�� f	 
t�ir �rsonã growth.

HiÉ aÓi´ers are usu©ly hi»ly driven �op� 
pµsiona¬ �²t pursuing t�ir dreams. W�h²t 
�©thy seÌ-res�ct � � d7icult � e�l�h a 
h��tic a®r�± � lÞe. LÞe � ��n ²t � b©an� 
� t� ex�nt that busi�Ò 	 cause thrives wh�e 
ot�r parts � lÞe su$er – su± µ: �©th, 
maíiaÚ, parenting, diet, exerc�e, wider fam�y 
relationships, and we©th creation. 

John Drury: Self Leadership

If y² have �ar�d seÌ-res�ct t�n y² 
w�l do what � takes � care f	 y²rseÌ and 
manaÚ y²rseÌ weÐ. 

SeÌ-res�ct - en��s grea�r �vels � 
secur�y, cons��ncy, capac�y � ��bra� 
rengths and a¶ept weak�Ñes, rength � 
hon²r o�’s w	d, µ weÐ µ t� capac�y � 
�ve and � çin res�ct �om ot�rs. 

�e key � d´eloping �©thy and rong SeÌ-Leadership � � 
�arn � res�ct, care f	 and manaÚ y²rseÌ weÐ.

SeÌ-care -  en��s rep�n�hment and re�w© 
so that a hi» aÓi´er ©ways hµ e�rgy f	 hi» 
impact times

SeÌ-ManaÚment - inv�ves a coº�ment � 
cons��nËy a®lying t� d�cipli�s required f	 
�rson© 	çn�ation and on+ing �rson© 
growth in a suain�� way relative � 
�rson©�y, ÕlØs and seÌ-underanding. 
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Enli»�ning

Present

EnthusiµticNot
Enthusiµtic

Not Present

IÐuminating

In�si¤e A�oying

- Like ha�ng a bunÓ � preôy 
²tdèr li»ts, but �o many 
c�²rs and ¤inking 
combinations

- A powerpoint slide w�h nµty 
and Õried animations and 
trans�ions

Presen� and enthusiµm 
Óeck l�t

Way� Dyer

D©ai Lama

Me �ing on t� pho�, 
ranting away

Laurel McLay: Don’t lose sales being annoying

Don’t lose s©es w�h t� wrong �vels � enthusiµm 
and presen�

In 	der � � �luminating, y² �ed both, and y² 
w�l crea� a ma�c© ex�rien� f	 who´er y² are 
in �ont �
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VALUE

In�reed
Parties

MESSAGE MARKET

METHOD

Know�dÚ

Ílivery

It ’s like turning on a li»t 
in a rèm y² haven’t 
�en in f	 a wh�e.

New �arning � in�+rating 
- � �ves y² �w e�rgy

Ùading a bèk f	 t� 
second time “�ments” y²r 
�wf²nd know�dÚ.
Ù�s�ing t� fi�s in y²r 
�ad remin¼ y² � t� 
thinÔ y² have do�.

Rod Buchecker: Value

Mo �op� know m	e than t�y think

Know�dÚ d´elo�d ¿er a lÞetime ��n 
fades ¿er time µ we caíy on w�h lÞe - 
but � � �ver truly lo
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New 
Knowledge

Change

Advances

Major Impact GROWTH It ’s like finding t� key � 
a saå fuÐ � s�utions. 
On� o��d ©l s	ts � 
thinÔ can ha®en.

�ere are now gl�©ly 
reco`�ed qu©Þications f	 
i�¿ation - and a swing 
�war¼ çining t�m.

Ge�tic©ly m�Þied fè¼ can 
�lp us � åed m	e �op�.
4�s w�h a low GI �lp 
�op� ay fuÐ f	 lonÚr - 
t�reby eating �Ñ.

Rod Buchecker: Growth

�e w	ld � des�ra� f	 �w ��s � 
un¤ock know�dÚ

We have a growing population w�h very 
comp�x �sØs ar²ns how we åed, pro�ct, 
educa� and live in �a�.
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HiÉ Iºersion

HiÉ ÍsireLow Ísire

Low Iºersion

CHANGE

Status Quo

It ’s like puôing on a 
�w su� that we may 
not have usu©ly Óosen 
- and l¿ing �!

�ere are now gl�©ly 
reco`�ed qu©Þications f	 
i�¿ation - and a swing 
�war¼ çining t�m.

Ge�tic©ly m�Þied fè¼ can 
�lp us � åed m	e �op�.
4�s w�h a low GI �lp 
�op� ay fuÐ f	 lonÚr - 
t�reby eating �Ñ.

Rod Buchecker: Immersion

Iºersion � t� key � a �w re©�y.

If y² truly want �op� � ÓanÚ, t�n t�y 
mu live a �w re©�y ´ery day. Our ·b µ 
�²»t Leaders � � iºerse t�m in �.
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 SELF
WORTH

Peop� Ão 
V©Ø It

My
   Know�dÚ

Ílivering
S�utions

It ’s like ��ng y²rseÌ a 
pat on t� back.

Ãen we s�ve t� pr��ms 
� ot�rs we are ��n s��ng 
²r own.

O=n we lose confiden� Þ 
we can’t find a s�ution.
Peop� function �ôer 
w�n t�y are ÕlØd f	 
what t�y know.

Rod Buchecker: Self Worth

Everyo� �e¼ t� li»ts tur�d on 
sometimes.

Many � us have f	+ôen what we’ve �arnt 
¿er t� years.
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ConvictionAwarenessSelf Mastery1.

InfluenceRelationshipsRapport2.

ResultsEngagementCulture3.

AbundanceOpportunityAgility4.

ShiftConsciousnessLegacy5.

EvolutionPresencePeace6.

SomethingEverythingNothing7.
CTD

On the hunt there are a few factors at play: 
the strengths and ability of the hunter and 
the bow and arrow, (what we focus on 
developing), the target we are shooting at 
(the transformation we intend), and the 
result of our effort (what we create).

The Hero’s Journey cycles through each level:

Stage 1 - Beowulf - wrestling one’s own demons / 
overcoming any personal demon like quitting 
smoking, overcoming fear of public speaking

Stage 2 - Colonel John Shepperd on Stargate 
Atlantis - from renegade cowboy to team leader

Stage 3 - Aragorn in Lord of the Rings/Return of 
the King - embracing stewardship of the kingdom

Stage 4 - Luke Skywalker goes on to train next 
generation of

https://hbr.org/2014/05/3-prioritiesfor-leaders- 
who-want-to-go-beyondcommand-and-control

Organisations that have an intentionbased 
leadership approach: Zappos, Google, Whole 
Foods, Atlasssian 

Case studies in Frederic Laloux’s book, 
Reinventing organisations

Zoe Routh: Action of Conscious Leadership

Develop capacity and intention to deliver results.

At each stage of leadership development we need to develop the capacities 
that deliver on specific results and spheres of concern. Being clear and 
focused on these helps us deliver the best results.
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UTILISATION
(PAYMENT FOR

USAGE OR TIME)

TRANSACTION
(PAYMENT FOR

GOOD OR SERVICE)

CONNECTION
(PAYMENT FOR

FACILITATING

PEOPLE’S

NETWORK)

INTRODUCTION
(PAYMENT FOR

FACILITATING TWO

PARTIES

TRANSACTIONS)

TWO PARTY

3RD PARTY

OWNRENT

Not having a clear revenue model is 
like turning on a hose without 
hanging onto it. It is a little out of 
control, sprays everywhere and the 
wrong spots get wet

a revenue model describes the way the income generating potential of a business 
model is captured. Changes to revenue models can yield higher growth, new 
business opportunities and more profit.

revenue models can be set up to either transfer ownership of the product or allow 
the product to be “rented”. The transactions can be

between two parties or a 3rd party can be involved to enable the transaction. This 
third party will seek to earn money by doing so and thus there are two people 
rather than one getting paid.

•  GE power by the hour

•  Airline subscription models

•  Trends towards subscription

•  Early Netflix

•  Uber versus Airbnb

All you can eat to gyms
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The sumo wrestler

versus the ninja

For companies that want to shift from improving on a legacy to a legacy of improvement, the 
Enterprise Model offers insights to organisations' operating structure to deliver higher and 
more sustainable growth. 10% above baseline growth.

Companies often do not spend enough time innovating the WAY they work. It can be difficult 
for large incumbents to change their (entrenched) business and differentiation models to 
compete effectively with newer, later entrants with different ways of operating. They are left 
to fight with adaptations to their revenue and market models to stay relevant. And some 
don't even do that. That is why disruptors are often from outside the industry they disrupt 
when incumbents had opportunity to do it first.

•  Business survival stats, rate of 
technology change

•  Uber, Netflix, Amazon, Xero, Airly, 
Waddle, Stark, Etsy, Airbnb, EFM, 
Swedbank

Dell

DECISIONS / SETUP

ONGOING WORK

DIFFICULT

TO CHANGE

EASIER

TO CHANGE
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Catalysts in chemical

reactions determine

how fast they

progress or if they

start at all.

Established organisations that want to reclaim more rapid growth need 
to launch business units which tap into the power of CATALYSTS

When we see companies that are growing well above market rates , we 
can identify a number of CATALYSTS present. Tapping into those external 
to the company (ELEMENTS AND ENABLERS) and those that can be 
created (ENERGY AND EXTRAS) greatly enhances the prospect of rapid 
growth.

•  Uber, Net�ix

•  Slack, Amazon

•  IKEA

•  LEGO turnaround

The backstory to 
Airbnb

PAYOFFS

ENERGY EXTRAS

ENABLERS ELEMENTS

INPUTS

LANDSCAPE LANDMARKS

Purpose
Community

Being In 
Service

Money
Time

Enjoyment

Networks
Technology

Markets
(Capital, Labour)

Needs
Trends
Timing

CATALYSTS
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When we think about creating our 
own future career possibilities, we 
can compare this to taking action on

climate change. Even if by some 
incredibly remote chance, climate 
science is eventually unproven, all 
the steps we have taken to save our 
planet are good for humankind and 

Make change possible in your career.

Several factors come into play in steeping forwards toward

change. These include identifying our values, opening our minds to 
expand our options and positioning for our desired outcome.

See other Grass Ceiling readings

Sophie Scott – The Science 
Behind Healthy

Habits (ABC on line)

Client – ‘Mandy’
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Revolution thinking.

Evolution is no longer fast enough. If we want to stay ahead we need thinking that 
does not look to the past to determine it but rather to the future. This requires 
thinking differently, not iterating or evolving but imagining completely new 
systems, structures and ideas.

BELIEF

REVOLUTION

BEHAVIOUR BUY IN

BREAK SHAKE

MAKE

It’s like breaking the 4 minute mile

It’s like creating at the car versus 
taking better care of the horse

Kurzweil rate of change accelerating

Industrial revolution entire industries disappeared

Steven Denning (in Forbes) fifty years ago the life 
expectancy of a firm in the Fortune 500 was 
around 75 years. Today it’s less than 15 years and 
declining.

FORD “building faster horses”

Uber

Air BnB

Restaurant with no food

The best way to predict the future is to create it.

Growth in waste thinking
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Being ready for any weather in the 
‘tween seasons: the weather is 
changing and you need to have 
layers to rug up in the cold or peel 
o� in the warm

An open mind is a prerequisite to change.

We need to open our mind to change before we can progress

towards a desired future.

Duckworth – Grit (book)

See other Grass Ceiling readings

Sophie Scott – The Science 
Behind Healthy

Habits (ABC on line)

Blog post – team 
and client story
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